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(ABSTRACT} 

This thesis presents an automated approach to developing software that performs 

single event upset (SEU) detection in distributed Ada systems. Faults considered are 

those that fall in the single event upset (SEU) category. SEUs may cause information 

corruption leading to a change in program flow or causing a program to execute an 

infinite loop. Two techniques that detect the presence of these upsets are described. 

The implementation of these techniques is discussed in relation to the structure of 

Ada software systems and exploit the block structure of Ada. 

A program has been written to automatically modify Ada application software sys-

tems to contain these upset detection mechanisms. The program, Software Modifier 

for Upset Detection (SMUD), requires little interactive information from a programmer 

and relies mainly on SMUD directives that are inserted into the application software 

prior to the modification process. A full description of this automated procedure is 

included. 

The upset detection mechanisms have been incorporated into a distributed computer 

system model employing the MIL-STD-15536 communications protocol. Ada is used 

as the simulation environment to exercise and verify the protocol. The model used 



as a testbed for the upset detection mechanisms consists of two parts: the hardware 

model and the software implementation of the 15538 communications protocol. The 

hardware environment is described in detail, along with a discussion on the 15538 

protocol. The detection techniques have been tested and verified at the high level 

using computer simulations. A testing methodology is also presented. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis presents an automated approach to developing software that performs 

single event upset (SEU) detection in distributed Ada systems. The heart of the sys-

tem is a program that processes application software written in Ada, inserting self-

checking constructs into the overall software package. The self-checking constructs 

are designed to detect single event upsets that cause deviations in program flow. 

This fault detection technique is particularly targeted for microprocessor-based sat-

ellite control systems that have weight and power limitations imposed upon them. 

For this reason, it is important that the technique not incur extensive, if any, hardware 

overhead. Faults considered are those that fall in the transient upset category, i.e., 

faults that cause no permanent damage to the circuit, but rather cause a perturbation 

of data or control information. Transient upsets may cause information corruption, 

leading to a change in program flow or in the worst-case, causing a program to exe-

cute an infinite loop. Two techniques that detect these undesirable events are de-
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scribed in this thesis. The implementation of these techniques is discussed in 

relation to the structure of Ada software systems. 

1.1 Background and Previous Research 

Satellite computers are highly susceptible to being struck by cosmic particles. These 

particles may affect a memory cell, causing the state of the cell to change from a 0 

to a 1, or vice versa. This change is referred to as a single event upset (SEU). 

Rasmussen [22], found that the micro computer components affected by SEUs include 

the program counter, stack pointers, micro-program sequencer registers, and tem-

porary holjing registers. The topic of this thesis is concerned with those SEUs that 

strike control registers, thus leading to a possible deviation in normal program flow. 

Due to the weight and power constraints typical of satellite computer systems, the 

upset detection method employed should not incur extensive memory overhead. A 

software technique is advantageous since the availability of "marginal" memory al-

lows a software self-checking structure to be incorporated. The term "marginal" 

memory refers to the memory space not used by the application program but in-

cluded in the physical memory implementation (e.g., the application program uses 

56K and the physical memory is implemented using a 64K chip.) 

Previous research in the area of transient upset detection involved both hardware 

and software techniques. These techniques detect a range of effects arising from 

transient upsets. One method of detecting upsets involves the concept of abstraction 
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verification, which is presented by Schmid et al. [5]. Detection mechanisms which 

stand at a level between simple watchdog timers and complex redundant configura-

tions were employed. Abstraction verification refers to an approach of using these 

intermediate level mechanisms for external monitoring of upsets. Seven mech-

anisms that were utilized to detect upsets affecting various system features are listed 

below: 

1. Invalid program flow - detection of an improper sequence of instructions 

2. Invalid opcode address - detection of an instruction fetch from a non-
instruction address 

3. Unused memory - detection of access to existing unused memory area 

4. Invalid read address - detection of data access from an instruction area or 
unused/non existent memory 

5. Invalid opcode - detection of an illegal instruction fetch 

6. Invalid write address - detection of an attempt to write into unalterable 
memory area 

7. Non-existent memory - detection of an attempt to access a memory location 
that is non-existent 

These seven techniques provided an overall detection rate of 73%; the mechanism 

that provided the best performance, in terms of upset exposure, was the invalid pro-

gram flow . ·1echanism (63%). While the faults injected onto the address and control 

lines yielded high detection rates, the injected faults on the data lines went largely 

undetected. 

Transient upset detection techniques employed by Li [17] were implemented in an 

external hardware detector design. The techniques were based on illegal operation 

detection and loss of program control detection and required fewer components than 

the microprocessor circuit. This method of detection is advantageous for 

microprocessor-based systems that have weight and power limitations imposed upon 
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them. Due to the short propagation delay in the detection circuitry, there is a small 

fault detection latency. However, a disadvantage of this technique is that it requires 

correct operation of the external hardware at all times. 

Sosnowski [10] has used a data acquisition system model to illustrate implementation 

of a set of techniques to detect transient upsets. These techniques are a combination 

of hardware and software methods and are designed to detect several different ef-

fects of transient upsets. The software testing techniques make use of available RAM 

and ROM and consist of a procedure for determining the validity of a return address 

stored at the top of a program stack before actually returning from a subroutine. 

Unused memory space is filled with restart instruction codes and constant parameter 

tables that are stored in ROM are ended with some restart instruction codes. An 

advantage of the techniques employed is that the required additional hardware was 

uncomplicated and existing software was utilized. 

A software technique for detecting deviation of program flow is discussed by Oak [12]. 

The technique consists of modifying software to obtain a self-checking capability. 

SEUs that cause a disruption in program flow may be detected by incorporating a 

self-checking mechanism in the software. SEUs that cause program execution to re-

sume in a loop structure may potentially result in an infinite loop if certain loop vari-

ables are not initialized. In this situation, an SEU would go undetected by a 

self-checking software mechanism. A hardware watchdog timer provided a simple 

and inexp~.1sive solution to this problem. The technique is useful for systems that 

have a weight limitation since the self tests do not incur extensive memory overhead. 

The technique was implemented in software models written in the Intel 8086 and Tl 
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9900 assembly languages. The advantage of this technique is that a minimal amount 

of time and memory overhead was incurred. 

1.2 Purpose and Significance of Study 

The upset detection mechanisms presented in this thesis are based on the self-

checking concept and watchdog timer approach described by Oak [12]. However, his 

method required that a programmer explicitly incorporate the upset detection mech-

anisms into the assembly language software at the time of development. The pur-

pose of this thesis was to develop a program that would automatically insert the 

block-checking constructs into distributed Ada software. By automating the proce-

dure, the programmer is relieved of having to understand self-testing techniques and 

is relieved of manually re-coding a program to incorporate these techniques. Auto-

mating the process also reduces the possibility of introducing errors during the re-

coding process. The block-checking technique has already been verified at the 

assembly level for the Intel 8086 and Tl 9900. The significance of this thesis is that 

the detection techniques are automatically incorporated into a high order language 

and tested at this level. The automatic insertion of self-checking constructs is per-

formed by a program called Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD). 

As a study of how the upset detection techniques function, the checking mechanisms 

have been incorporated into a distributed computer system that employs the 

MIL-STD-15538 communications bus protocol. The model used as a testbed for de-

termining the effectiveness of the upset detection mechanisms consists of two parts: 
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software that simulates the hardware environment and the software implementation 

of the 15538 communications protocol. For testing purposes, the protocol model was 

modified slightly to allow for injection of SEUs. The model developed provides a good 

example of how a generalized simulation environment may be created using the 

concurrent processing features of Ada. 

The distributed system model used in testing the detection mechanisms reflects the 

current trend towards implementing distributed architectures. The use of distributed 

architectures in embedded computer systems are being employed in avionic and 

space systems with the intent of increasing performance and reliability of the system 

software [18]. The modularity of the systems also provides for easier design imple-

mentation and maintenance. 

1.3 Organization of Thesis 

The chapters that follow include discussions of the system model, the upset detection 

techniques, the software modifying program (SMUD), and the results from testing 

these techniques. 

Chapter 2 provides a brief background on Ada. This is for the purpose of aiding in 

understanding how Ada has been employed in developing the upset detection tech-

niques and SMUD. The concept of software partitioning is also presented since the 

manner in which a software system is mapped onto an underlying hardware system 

affects the implementation of detection techniques. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the concept of upset detection by insertion of block-checking 

constructs and a watchdog timer mechanism into application software. The method 

of controlling a hardware watchdog timer from the software by using the machine 

level representation features of Ada is described. 

Chapter 4 discusses the development of SMUD and how the detection techniques are 

incorporated into Ada application software. The modification procedure for a portion 

of the system model is described in detail. 

Chapter 5 describes the system model that employs the MIL-STD-15538 communi-

cation bus protocol model and the simulation environment in detail. The simulation 

environment, based on the characteristics of the system hardware, has been created 

in order to test the system for upset coverage. This environment was modeled using 

features of Ada that allow encapsulation of related entities (packages) and concurrent 

processing (tasks). 

Chapter 6 presents the simulation and testing results obtained from incorporating the 

detection techniques into the system model. The upset detection techniques have 

been verified through simulation of transient upset effects. The method of modeling 

these transient upsets in the system is described. Time and memory overhead val-

ues have been obtained for each technique implementation. Furthermore, perform-

ance measures, suc;:h as upset detection latency, overhead, etc., obtained from 

testing are discussed. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the upset detection techniques and 

their effectiveness in distributed Ada software and a description of potential further 

research and development. 
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Appendix A contains the source code for the protocol model incorporating the upset 

detection mechanisms. Appendix B contains the source code for the SMUD pre-

processing software. 
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Chapter 2 

Ada Review 

This chapter provides a background to Ada to aid in understanding how Ada was 

employed throughout this thesis. Most of the references to Ada in this thesis will be 

discussed here; however, certain topics such as machine-dependent features, will 

be reserved for discussion in later chapters. The information presented here is fo-

cused on Ada program units, the exception handling capability of Ada, and software 

partitioning. 

Ada is a block-structured, high-order language. Program units are represented by 

three basic entities: subprograms (procedures and functions), packages, and tasks. 

These three entities are described in further detail in the following subsections. 
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2.1 Subprograms 

Ada subprograms are similar to those in other high-order languages in that they 

consist of a specification and a body. For both procedures and functions, the spec-

ification consists of the procedure name along with any formal parameters. For 

functions, the specification will also consist of a return type. The mode of the formal 

parameters, which may be specified as in, out, or in out, specifies whether the pa-

rameter is an input, output, or both to the procedure. Parameter modes for functions 

may only be specified as in. An output value for a procedure is specified in a return 

statement. The body of a subprogram contains the sequence of statements that de-

fine the algorithm. Shown below is an example of a procedure and a function. 

Example 1 

pre: ;edure GET_JOB (time: in integer; job: out string) is 
local declarations 

begin 

executable statements 

end GET_JOB; 

Example 2 

function TELL_ TIME (clock: in integer) return integer is 
time : integer; 

begin 

return time; 
end TELL_ TIME; 
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2.2 Packages 

An Ada package is a program unit that allows logically related entities, such as tasks, 

subprograms, or variable declarations, to be grouped together. A package may also 

be used to provide an abstract data type that contains a hidden part and a visible part. 

This is referred to as information hiding and it protects a programmer by not allowing 

the programmer access to the information. 

A package generally consists of two parts: a specification and a body. The specifi-

cation declares the interfaces to any program units contained within the package 

along with any variable, constant, or type declarations. The package body elaborates 

on the executable portion of each program unit declared in the package specification. 

If a package specification consists only of variable , type, or constant declarations, 

no corresponding package body is needed. Shown below is an example of a package 

that contains both a specification and a body. The specification portion includes the 

header for a procedure while the package body contains the implementation details 

of the procedure. 

Example 3 
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package DRAW_BOX is 

procedure DRAW_LINES(col,row: integer); 

end DRAW_BOX; 

package body DRAW_BOX is 

procedure DRAW_LINES(col,row: integer) is 

end DRAW_LINES; 
end DRAW_BOX; 
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2.3 Tasks 

A task is a program unit that may execute in parallel with other program units. The 

concurrency may or may not be actual, depending on whether multiple processors 

are available for execution or whether a multi-programming environment with inter-

leaved execution of tasks is being carried out on a single processor. 

To understand what tasks are and how they are used, consider the following exam-

pies. The code shown below in Example 4 corresponds to a set of procedures being 

executed sequentially while the code in Example 5 uses tasks and executes all four 

chores concurrently. 
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Example 4 
procedure GARDENER is 
begin 

MOW_LAWN; 
TRIM_TREES; 
TRIM_HEDGES; 
WATER_PLANTS; 

end GARDENER; 

Example 5 

procedure GARDENER is 

task LAWN; 
task body LAWN is 
begin 

MOW_LAWN; 
end LAWN; 

task TREES; 
task body TREES is 
begin 

TRIM_ TREES; 
end TREES; 
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task HEDGES; 
task body HEDGES is 
begin 

TRIM_HEDGES; 
end HEDGES; 

task PLANTS; 
task body PLANTS is 
begin 

WATER_ PLANTS; 
end PLANTS; 

begin - procedure GARDENER --

end GARDENER; 

All tasks that are listed in the declaration section of another program unit (the parent 

unit) start executing when the unit is called. Since the tasks in Example 5 are in the 

declaration section of procedure GARDENER, all four task bodies begin execution si-

multaneously once the procedure is called. 

Tasks, like packages, consist of a specification and a body. A task specification de-

fines the interface presented to other program units by using entry statements, simi-

lar to subprogram declarations. If no entry statements are used, the task 

specification states only the name of the task, as in Example 5. Like subprograms, 

the task entry calls may also have associated parameters. For each entry given in 

the task specification, there is a corresponding accept statement in the task body. 

For example: 

Example 6 
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task BUFFER is 
entry MESSAGE_OUT(data_out: out string); 
entry MESSAGE_IN (data_in : in string); 

end BUFFER; 

task body BUFFER is 

local declarations 
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begin 
loop 

select 
accept MESSAGE_OUT(data_out: out string) do 

data out : = data; 
end M-ESSAGE_OUT; 

or 
accept MESSAGE_IN(data_in : in string) do 

data : = data in; 
end MESSAG()N; 

end select; 

end loop; 
end BUFFER; 

The task specification and body shown in Example 6 has two points of entry with 

which other program units may extract or send data. A rendezvous occurs when one 

task makes an entry call to another task and the corresponding accept statement of 

the called task is executed. The select statement allows for the option of choosing 

either entry call. However, if neither branch of the select statement is chosen, the 

flow of execution is suspended until an entry call has been made. In order to avoid 

a possible endless wait condition, Ada provides for timed entry calls. Timed entry 

calls are implemented by two control mechanisms: 

• using an else clause in the select statement 

• using a delay statement as one of the branches of the select statement 
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Example 7 

select 
accept NOW( .. parameters .. ) do 

. sequence of statements associated with 
entry call 

end NOW; 
else 

- alternative sequence of statements 
end select; 

Example 8 

select 
accept NOW( .. parameters .. ) do 
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. sequence of statements associated with 
entry call 

end NOW; 
or 

delay 10.00; 
- optional sequence of statements 

end select; 

Examples 7 and 8 show examples of a select statement containing an else clause and 

a delay statement, respectively. The else clause of a select statement is chosen if 

no other rendezvous occurs immediately. For example, without an else clause, if task 

A calls task B which is currently involved in another rendezvous, the calling task is 

suspended until its call has been accepted. A select statement that contains an else 

clause allows an optional sequence of statements to be executed if the call is not 

accepted immediately. Otherwise, execution of task A is suspended until the entry 

call made to task B has been accepted and completed. The delay statement works 

in the same way as does the else clause with the difference being that a specified 

delay period is allowed to elapse before executing an optional set of statements. For 

example, using a delay statement will cause the statements associated with the delay 

branch of the select statement to be executed if no rendezvous occurs before the 

designated time period. If a rendezvous occurs before the delay expires, the expired 

time value will be reset to the original delay value. 

2.4 Exception Handling 

Exception handling in Ada permits a programmer to handle exceptional situations 

which cause normal program execution to be suspended. For each exception, either 
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user-defined or predefined in Ada, a handler may be used to permit some recovery 

action such as using a different approach, retrying the operation, or attempting to 

repair the cause of the error [24). The predefined exceptions are [2]: 

CONSTRAINT_ERROR ·raised when a constraint, such as a defined range or index, has been 
violated 

NUMERIC_F.~~ROR • raised when exceptions occur during numeric operations such as over-
fiow, underfiow, etc. 

SELECT_ERROR • raised when all branches of a select statement (not containing an else 
clause) are closed 

STORAGE_ERROR • raised when dynamic storage allocated to an entity has been exceeded 

TASKING_ERROR • raised when exceptions during intertask communications occur 

User defined exceptions are declared in the declarative section of a program unit 

such as the following: 

INCORRECT_ TAG : exception; 

While predefined exceptions may be raised either explicitly or implicitly (as the result 

of a run-time error), user-defined exceptions must be raised explicitly. This is ac-

complished through the use of the riase statement. 

raise INCORRECT_ TAG; 

This has the eifect of suspending execution flow and transferring control to an ex-

ception handler. 

An exception handler is always placed at the end of a block. An exception handler 

frame begins with the keyword exception and may consist of several exception han-

dlers. Each handler is introduced by a when clause followed by a sequence of re-

covery action statements. The recovery procedure indicated in the exception handler 

may either re-raise the exception and propagate it to the next enclosing program unit 

or provide a sequence of actions to be performed. If a handler is not provided for a 
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particular exception in the current block, the exception is re-raised and propagated 

through to the enclosing program unit. The format of an exception handler that han-

dies both user-defined and predefined exceptions is given below: 

Example 9 

procedure SHOW is 

INCORRECT_TAG : exception 

begin - start of program unit 

exception 
when INCORRECT_ TAG = > - user-defined 

DO_RECOVERY; 
when TASKING_ERROR = > - predefined 

DO_NULL; 
when CONSTRAINT_ERROR = > -- predefined 

DO_OVER; 
end; 

The procedure in example 9 contains exception handlers for one user-defined ex-

ception, INCORRECT_TAG and for two predefined exceptions, TASKING_ERROR and 

CONSTRAINT _ERROR. The handler for the user-defined exception invokes a proce-

dure DO_RECOVERY while the other two handlers specify other procedures to be in-

voked if the exceptions, TASKING_ERROR and CONSTRAINT_ERROR, are raised. 
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2.5 Partitioning Ada Software for Distributed Systems 

Most modern real-time autonomous systems are being designed as distributed com-

puter systems rather than as uni-processor systems. Distributed systems may be 

divided into three components [16]: 

• application-dependent software 

• distributed (mainly application-independent) underlying hardware compo-
nents 

• a partitioning specification that maps the application software onto the 
hardware 

Partitioning specification [16] has been the topic of much research recently since this 

aspect of distributed system design will ultimately affect other system resources such 

as real-time response, communication between processors, and memory. Software 

partitioning identifies which processor each software functional unit will execute on. 

The metho~ used in partitioning Ada software for execution on a distributed system 

affects the design of the software system, thus affecting the software methods em-

ployed for upset detection. Four distinct methods for partitioning Ada software sys-

terns have been discussed by Cornhill [16]: 

1. writing an Ada program for each processor 

2. writing a single system program and partitioning any functional units 

3. writing a single system program and partitioning the task units 

4. extending Ada to include additional constructs 

The first option of writing a separate program for each processor does not allow cross 

checking of variables between program interfaces. In addition, software portability 

is decreased, thus requiring software redesign in the event of any hardware change. 
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Writing one program for the entire application program allows data types to be re-

presented consistently and for correct parameter types used in inter-process com-

munication to be checked. The second option listed involves partitioning any source 

level Ada construct such as tasks, functions, and procedures. This approach allows 

several different partitioning methods without needing to redesign. The third option 

of partitioning only tasks allows a correlation of task concurrency to processor con-

currency. A disadvantage of this method is that all code must be partitioned early in 

the design stage of software development. The fourth approach to partitioning sys-

tems adds new grammatical constructions to Ada specifically designed for distributed 

programming. This implies an inadequacy with Ada i.e., not a strong enough excep-

tion handling capability. 

The partitioning approach selected for this thesis in developing the distributed soft-

ware system was to develop a single program and partition the task units. The enti-

ties resulting from the partitioning are referred to as virtual nodes, where a virtual 

node is defined as a group of program units executing on the same processor. Writ-

ing a single program allowed cross-checking of variables and data types across 

separately compiled units. Inter-task communication was limited to the rendezvous 

mechanism. 

The inform~tion presented in this chapter has served to provide a brief background 

to the refer .. mces made of the Ada language (i.e., program units, exception handling, 

software partitioning). Discussion of some features of Ada has been reserved for 

later chapters where a discussion on their implementation and use is presented. For 

a more complete introduction to Ada, see [1,2,23,24]. 
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Chapter 3 

Incorporation of Upset Detection Techniques 

During execution of real-time software, a processor continuously executes a defined 

software block. A transient fault in a control register of a processor may cause the 

program flow to deviate from the normal path and resume execution in another block 

of software (Figure 1). An effective strategy for detecting this type of deviation has 

been described by Oak [12]. The differences in the technique proposed here, and that 

of Oak are: 

1. Oak's technique operated on software implemented in assembly language 
while the technique developed here operates on a high order language. 

2. In this model, a generalized distributed system is employed as opposed to 
a uniprocessor system used by Oak. 

3. Oak's technique is based on sequential processes while Ada systems may 
have several concurrent processes executing on a single processor, or 
multiple processors. 

4. A program has been written to automatically insert block-checking con-
structs into Ada application software. 
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To detect a deviation in program flow, block-checking constructs are inserted into the 

application software. This requires the application software to be defined in terms 

of blocks, with a block constituting a logically bound set of instructions around which 

the block-checking modifications are to be inserted. The constructs consist of TAG 

initializing, TAG checking, and TAG resetting. The placement of the block-checking 

constructs is shown in Figure 2. 

To insure detection of deviated program flow, a hardware watchdog timer mechanism 

is also employed. The timer is set upon correct entry into a block via a software in-

struction. A watchdog timer that is not reset before its terminal count is reached will 

signal an error. This additional detection mechanism will detect infinite loops and 

reduce error detection latency. Figure 3 illustrates the flow diagrams for both an 

unmodified software block, and one that has been modified by the incorporation of 

the block-checking software. 

3.1 Incorporation of the Block-Checking Structure 

The approach to inserting upset detection mechanisms in pre-existing Ada software 

requires block boundaries to be defined. Definition of these boundaries is not too 

difficult since Ada is a block structured language. The entities that are defined to be 

blocks are procedures, functions, and tasks. Each block is assigned a unique identi-

fying value. Upon correct entry into a block, the ID of the block is assigned to a TAG 

variable. The TAG retains this ID value until the end of the block is reached. The TAG 

is then checked for the block ID value and, if correct, is reset to the value zero. If, 
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at any time, an error is encountered in the value of a TAG, a procedure is called to 

raise an exception. This suspends further execution of the currently executing block 

and allows a recovery mechanism to take place in the exception handler. 

The insertion of the block-checking constructs into software is divided into two parts. 

The first part is the initializing of the TAG; the second part is the resetting of the TAG. 

Additional checks are inserted if the body of the block is lengthy and/or loop struc-

tures are present. 

The TAG variable is declared as an integer and initialized to zero in the declaration 

section of each program unit. Initializing the variable in the declaration section will 

insure that the TAG value is zero when the program unit is properly invoked. Shown 

below is tt.a format of a variable declaration and initialization. The name TAG1 de-

notes the name of the variable while the reserved word integer indicates the variable 

type. To initialize the variable, the assignment operator : = is provided along with 

an initialization value. 

T AG1 : integer : = O; 

The value of the TAG variable, which is unique to a block, identifies the currently ex-

ecuting block of the system. The block-checking construct that checks for a correct 

block entry and initializes the TAG variable to the ID value of the block is given below: 

if TAG1 = 0 then 
T AG1 : = block_id; 

else 
HANDLER; 

end if; 

The second part of inserting a block-checking construct takes place at the end of the 

block. The code below shows the resetting of the TAG before exiting the block: 

If TAG1 I= block_ld then 
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HANDLER; 
else 

TAG1 := O; 
end if; 

This construct is inserted at the end of a program unit, either before an exception 

handler or before the last end statement. The TAG is checked for the value that 

uniquely identifies that block. If incorrect, the procedure HANDLER is called and an 

exception is raised; if correct, the TAG is reset to zero. A TAG is defined to be invalid 

if it does not contain the value it is checked for. An invalid TAG indicates that the 

block has incorrectly been entered into i.e., other than through the correct entry point, 

which is the beginning of a block. 

The internal structure of a block may contain code that is either executed once or 

many times, as in a loop structure. For long code blocks that do not contain loop 

structures, additional block checks are inserted after a certain number of statements 

to minimize the latency in detecting faults following an incorrect block entry. For 

example, c0nsider a program unit in which the TAG value is checked only at the entry 

and exit pc,;nts. If an SEU causes a program flow deviation into this block at a point 

beyond the TAG initialization at the start, upset detection will not occur until the TAG 

check at the end of the block. Depending on the block length and point of entry, a 

long latency period may occur. The insertion of a block-checking construct at some 

point within that block would minimize the detection latency period. This construct 

does not check for a zero value or reset the TAG to any value. It merely checks for 

the value of the currently executing block: 

If TAG1 I= block_id then 
HANDLER; 

end if; 
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Code blocks that contain loop structures present another possibility of a long de-

tection latency period. In Ada, loop structures occur in three forms: basic loops, 

while loops, and for loops. The basic loop allows a sequence of statements to be 

executed until a certain condition is met. The statements of a while loop are exe-

cuted while a certain condition remains TRUE, and a for loop is executed once for 

each value in the discrete range of the control variable. Both of the latter loop 

structures may contain an exit statement to allow a premature exit. 

Block checks may be included within the loop structure to minimize upset detection 

latency. If an SEU causes execution to resume within a loop structure not containing 

any TAG checks, a long detection latency period may follow, depending upon the 

length of the loop structure and the number of iterations to be performed. Inserting 

a block-checking construct within the loop structure will prevent the statements from 

being executed more than once before the program flow deviation is detected. The 

additional memory and execution time overhead will be of greater proportion for 

loops that contain a few lines than for loops that contain a much larger number of 

statements. Since there is no way of always pre-determining the value of a loop 

control variable, a TAG check should always be incorporated into a loop structure 

when possible. 

3.1.1 Nr:>ted Program Units 

The block-checking approach for the case of nested program units may differ from 

that of top level units where the calling hierarchy is precisely known. If the hierarchy 

is known, then upon entering a nested routine, the TAG can be checked for the value 
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of the calling program unit, rather than checking for a value of zero. If the value is 

correct, the TAG is set to a new value that uniquely identifies the nested block. Be-

fore exiting the nested block, the TAG is checked for the value corresponding to this 

block and is reset to the value of the calling program unit. The other principles of the 

technique used for nested statement structures, such as introducing block checks 

within loop structures and adding extra TAG checks in long blocks of code, remain 

the same for nested routines. 

This approach is adequate if each nested program unit is to be called by only one 

program unit; however, it is very unlikely that this will be the case for all units, thus 

making the previously described TAG manipulation unsuitable. To remedy this 

problem, a dedicated TAG variable is used for every procedure, function, and task, 

no matter what its location is in the nesting levels. Although this increases time and 

memory overhead, this approach allows the same self-testing technique to be used 

for any level of nested program units. Using this method eliminates restrictions on 

which unit may call another unit. 

3.2 Watchdog Timer Mechanism 

Although the insertion of block-checking constructs into application software is an 

effective means of detecting deviations from normal program flow, some deviations 

will go undetected by this method. These deviations cause program flow to resume 

in the same block while skipping statements. If program flow resumes within a loop 

structure, certain loop variables may fail to be initialized, possibly resulting in an in-
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finite loop. A hardware watchdog timer is a simple and inexpensive means of de-

tecting these infinite loops and reducing upset detection latency. The timers are 

loaded with values at pre-established checkpoints in the software. The timer counts 

down and is reset before the next checkpoint is reached. If the timer is not reset 

before the count expires, the timer signals the processor of the error. As an example 

of how a simple loop structure may be turned into an infinite loop, consider the fol-

lowing section of code: 

start : = 1; 
loop 

if TAG/= TAG_id then 
HANDLER; 

end if; 
exit when start = 100; 
start : = start + 1; 

end loop; 

Although the above loop structure contains a TAG check, a deviation in program flow 

may not be detected if the execution resumes in the middle of the loop or after in-

itialization of the variable start. The failure of the variable start to be initialized will 

cause this value to be undefined, and the loop may be executed indefinitely. 

3.2.1 Watchdog Timer Initialization Strategies 

Two strategies for initializing a watchdog timer are discussed. These initialization 

strategies are referred to as Version I and Version II. The first initialization strategy 

(Version I) used in this research consists of resetting a simple counter. There are two 

places where software instructions for resetting the watchdog timer are inserted into 

the application software: upon correct entry into a block and after a procedure call. 

The instruction to reset the watchdog timer is inserted into the code after the block-

checking construct for the initialization of the TAG check has been inserted. The in-
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struction that resets the hardware timer explicitly refers to the low level features 

associated with the watchdog timer. This is explained in further detail in the next 

section. 

The second location for resetting the watchdog timer is after a procedure call. Since 

each program unit is uniformly modified, each unit will include an instruction at the 

start of a block to reset a timer. A unit that has been called by another program unit 

will destroy the current value of the watchdog timer. Upon termination of the called 

unit, the count remaining in the timer may not be sufficient to allow completion of the 

calling program unit. Unless the timer is reset after the subprogram call, the timer 

may improperly signal an error. Therefore, by default, an instruction to reset a 

watchdog timer is inserted after each procedure call and task rendezvous to reset the 

timer. 

The second initialization strategy (Version II} is based on one described by Oak [12]. 

This method uses the following initialization methods: 

1. Initialization of the watchdog timer at the start of a program unit 

2. Adding an execution time count to the existing watchdog timer for nested 
program units. 

This strategy does not require an instruction to reset the watchdog timer after each 

nested program unit call. This method is easier to implement in software since each 

program unit only requires one instruction at the start of the unit to add a count to the 

existing timer value. However, this method suffers from the need to have a prior in-

formation on the length of execution time of a program unit. 

In both methods, the watchdog timer Is Initialized at the start of the program unit. 

Upon entering a program unit, a value corresponding to the length of time needed to 
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execute the unit is moved directly to a counter. A problem of implementing a 

watchdog timer in a task program units arises when an inter-task communication has 

no defined limit. Since a task body may have its execution suspended until a ren-

dezvous occurs, the time to execute the task unit may not be consistent. In cases 

such as this, it is likely that a watchdog timer would not be reset in time and would 

incorrectly signal that an error has occurred. In automating the procedure of insert-

ing instructions to reset watchdog timers, directives are provided to allow a pro-

grammer to tailor a software system by indicating whether a watchdog timer 

operation should be included or omitted for each program unit. 

3.2.2 Implementation of Watchdog Timer 

The representation and implementation of the hardware watchdog timer has been 

designed at the high level in Ada. Designing at the high level without considering the 

actual hardware representation allows the high level representation to be applied to 

different machines. There are four representation clauses available in Ada that a 

programmer may use in specifying data representation at a low level: 

1. length clause 

2. address clause 

3. record representation 

4. enumeration clause 

The Ada declaration of the watchdog timer implemented in this thesis uses the length 

and address clauses. These two clauses allow the watchdog timer to be referred to 

explicitly and are discussed further. 
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The length specification controls the amount of storage to be used for the object. For 

example, consider the following declaration of an 8-bit watchdog timer: 

bits : constant:= 1; 
type watchdog_timer is range 0 .. 255; 
for watchdog_timer'SIZE use S*bits; 

The range given indicates the possible values (0 - 255) that may be assigned to the 

watchdog timer. The length clause for watchdog_timer'SIZE use S*bits specifies that 

the representation of range values can only be stored in 8 bits. For a 16-bit watchdog 

timer, the ·1alues may range from 0 to 65536 and can be represented in 16 bits. The 

SIZE attribute specifies an upper limit to the number of bits to use when representing 

objects of the type watchdog timer. For example, if WDT1 and WDT2 are variables 

of the type watchdog_timer, the compiler is instructed to represent these variable 

values in 8 bits. 

The address clause is used to specify the absolute memory address of the watchdog 

timer. By specifying an address clause, an object is aligned with a specific machine 

address. For example, consider the two objects, WDT1 and WDT2, declared as type 

watchdog_ ti mer: 

WDT1 : watchdog_timer; 
for WDT1 use at 16#2000#; 

WDT2 : watchdog_timer; 
for WDT2 use at 16#2004#; 

The address clause for WDT1 use at 16#2000# indicates that the object WDT1 is 

mapped to the hexadecimal memory address 2000. The object WDT2 is mapped to 

the physical address 2004. Figure 4 on page 34 shows how a software instruction 

sets a hardware watchdog timer. To physically access the hardware watchdog timer, 

the statement WDT1 : = 255 might be executed. This causes the binary value 
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11111111 to be loaded into the watchdog timer. The value 255 is selected as the de-

fault value to which the timer is reset in this research. 

This chapter has provided a description of the upset detection mechanisms proposed 

in this thesis for detection of SEUs in program counters. A hardware watchdog timer 

mechanism has been incorporated to reduce the error detection latency and detect 

SEUs not detected by the block checking structure. Appendix B lists the source for 

SMUD incorporating the Version I watchdog timer strategy. 
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Chapter 4 

Software Modifier for Upset Detection {SMUD) 

Implementing a block-checking structure and watchdog timer mechanism requires 

that a programmer explicitly incorporate the upset detection mechanisms into the 

software at the time of software development. An automated approach to incorporate 

these upset detection mechanisms into software would free the programmer from the . 

task of having to do this manually. In addition, the automated approach requires that 

a programmer have only a superficial knowledge of self-checking techniques. Auto-

mation also provides for uniformity of code. While incorporating a self-checking 

structure manually allows each software system to be tailored and perhaps optimized 

individually, large software systems would benefit from the development time savings 

produced by an automated modifying procedure. 

A program to pre-process Ada application software has been developed to automat-

ically insert block-checking constructs and a watchdog timer mechanism into appli-

cations software. The program, Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD), has 
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been developed using Ada and is designed to modify Ada application software. Di-

rectives are available that instruct SMUD as to the placement of these detection 

mechanisms. These directives allow a programmer to tailor a program unit to omit 

or insert additional detection statements into the code. SMUD can be modified to 

handle other high level languages that are block structured, such as Pascal or C. The 

required modifications would mainly involve SMUD routines that depend upon 

keywords to indicate defined block boundaries. 

4.1 Modification Procedure 

The method in which SMUD processes the application software and inserts upset 

detection mechanisms is illustrated in Fig. 5 on page 36. As shown in the figure, the 

application software is input to SMUD. To keep the original software intact, the 

modified version is output to a different file. The modified software system must then 

be re-compiled and linked to update the executable version of the system. Since the 

actual program unit names remain unaltered, all previous executable files for the 

unmodified system are replaced by the executable versions for the modified system 

after the re-compilation. 

The method of inserting block-checking constructs into existing software relies on the 

use of certain keywords defined in Ada. Since the executable body of each program 

unit is bounded by the keywords begin and end, a block boundary is easily recog-

nized. When either of these keywords is encountered, a TAG initialization construct 

(after the keyword begin) and TAG reset construct (before the keyword encl) is in-
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serted into the source file. The instruction for initialization of a watchdog timer is 

placed after the initialization of the TAG. Details of the operation of SMUD is dis-

cussed in further detail below. 

The modification procedure requires that the application software be partitioned into 

virtual nodes. As discussed in Chapter 2, a virtual node is defined as a set of pro-

gram units that execute on the same processor. Assuming that the application soft-

ware to be modified has been partitioned into virtual nodes by the programmer, 

SMUD first prompts for the number of nodes contained within the entire system. 

SMUD processes each program unit contained within a node before processing an-

other node. The modification process consists of two passes (PASS_ONE and 

PASS_ TWO) tha·ough each node. This is illustrated in Figure 6 on page 39. A brief 

description of the modification process for a virtual node is described in the following 

sections. Listed below is the interactive information required from the programmer 

for each node: 

1. Names of program units residing within the node 

2. Physical memory mapped address of watchdog timers 

3. The base in which the timer address is represented 

(i.e., binary, hexadecimal, etc.) 

4.1.1 PASS_ONE 

Procedure PASS_ONE is called to gather information about each program unit. Each 

program unit is assigned a record structure that contains the following information: 
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type check is (place, show,omit); 

type program_unit Is 
record 

kind : string (1..9); 
name: string (1 .. max_length); 
len : Integer; 
Id : Integer : = O; 
num_lines : Integer : = O; 
watchdog : integer : = O; 
block : check; 
WOT: check; 
TAG_name: string(1 .. 4); 

end record; 

-program unit type 
-name of unit 
--string length of name 
--block ID 
--no. executable statements 
--watchdog timer ID 
-type Indicates option 
--type Indicates option 
--TAG variable name 

The recorc.lad information identifies the type of program unit (procedure, function, 

task), the unit name, the identification number, and the modification method. There 

are three types of defined modifications: place, show, and omit. The modification 

method is selected via special instructions, known as directives, that instruct SMUD 

on precisely what modifications are to be done. The use of these directives is dis-

cussed later. 

4.1.2 PASS_TWO 

After PASS_ONE has processed each program unit and recorded the pertinent infer-

mation, PASS_TWO is then called to reprocess each program unit. Procedure 

PASS_ TWO implements the upset detection mechanisms according to the information 

obtained in procedure PASS_ONE. The information stored in the record structure of 

each program unit is examined before insertion of any block-checking constructs or 

timer activation instructions. PASS_ONE merely gathers information about the pro-

gram units whereas PASS_TWO actually modifies them. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, detection of program flow deviation is signalled by calling 

the procedure HANDLER which, in turn, raises the user defined exception 

INCORRECT_TAG. This procedure is contained within a package (Upset Detection) 

that is made accessible to each program unit via the with clause. In order to provide 

an automated method for modifying the application software, certain requirements 

need to be met. These limitations imposed on the application software of the dis-

tributed system are: 

• tasks residing on the same node communicate via the rendezvous mech-
anism 

• no sharing of data or code via library packages or nesting structures 

• each program unit must have access to the package UPSET_DETECTION 

Two additional files result from the processing of each node: Data.Ada and 

Upset_Detection.Ada. These files are created after each program unit has been 

processed by PASS_ONE. The first file, Data.Ada, only provides documentation of the 

modifications made to the application software. The data includes the block ID of 

each program unit and the directives that were encountered in the parsing of each 

unit. Shown below is a sample Data.Ada file resulting from a node requiring three 

watchdog timers. The number of watchdog timers required for a node is dependent 

on the number of task units residing on the same node. The number of watchdog 

timers necessary for each node is defined by the number of program units that may 

run concurrently on a single processor. In addition to the main program, there may 

be tasks defined within the node. Since these tasks may run asynchronously, each 

task requires a watchdog timer different from those used by other tasks. If separate 

timers are not provided for each task, the timer being accessed simultaneously by the 

tasks will be reset at improper times. Each procedure and function contained within 

the scope of a task unit or the main procedure accesses the same watchdog timer 
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as its parent task unit. This configuration does not present a problem of conflicting 

settings of watchdog timers since each parent task unit may be viewed as a process 

running sequentially executed program units. 

number of watchdog timers needed for node: 3 

UNIT ID BLOCK WOT TIMER PROGRAM UNIT NAME 

1 place place 1 procedure t1 
2 place place 2 task test1 
3 place place 1 procedure t2 
4 omit place 3 task test2 
5 place omit 1 procedure t3 

As shown in the sample above, procedure t1 is assigned the unique identifying value 

of 1 and incorporates both block-checking constructs and a watchdog timer mech-

anism. The numbers in the column under TIMER correspond to which watchdog 

timer each program unit may access. As discussed earlier, each task unit requires 

a separate watchdog timer from other task units and the main program unit. In this 

example, procedure t1 is the main procedure and accesses watchdog timer #1. All 

functions and procedures that are nested in procedure t1 (procedure t2 and proce-

dure t3) may also access watchdog timer #1 since each of these units are executed 

sequentially. However, since task units may execute asynchronously, a different 

watchdog timer is assigned to each task (task test1 and task test2). 

The second file created by SMUD, Upset_Detection.Ada, is a package unit that must 

be made accessible to the application software by using the with clause. The decla-

ration for the watchdog timers and the procedure HANDLER is contained within this 

package. The exception handler for the user-defined exception, INCORRECT_ TAG, is 
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also contained within the package body UPSET_DETECTION. It Is by means of this 

exception handler that a upset error recovery sequence may be initiated. This re-

covery mechanism may consist of a backward recovery scheme that allows some 

portion of the software to be re-executed. For purposes of testing the upset detection 

mechanisms in the simulation, the handler displays an error message each time a 

deviation in program flow is detected. A sample Upset-Detection.Ada file is given 

below for a node that employs a watchdog timer at the hexadecimal address 1234. 

with system; use system; 
package UPSET_DETECTION is 

bit : constant : = 1; 
type watchdog_timer is range 0 .. 255; 
for watchdog_timer'SIZE use 8*bit; 

WDT1 : watchdog_timer; 
for WDT1 use at 16#1234#; 

procedure HANDLER; 

end UPSET_DETECTION; 

with text_io; use text_io; 
package body UPSET _DETECTION Is 

procedure HANDLER ls 

INCORRECT_TAG: exception; 

begin 
raise INCORRECT_TAG; 

exception 
when INCORRECT_TAG = > PUT_LINE("incorrect block entry"); 

end HANDLER; 

end UPSET_DETECTION; 
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4.2 Directives 

A directive is defined as an instruction to SMUD concerning placement of the two 

upset detection mechanisms. The purpose of providing directives is to allow a pro-

grammer to dictate what modifications should occur in each program unit. These 

directives are placed in the application software by the programmer prior to execut-

ing SMUD. When any of these directives are encountered within defined block 

boundaries during procedure PASS_ONE, the information is stored in the record file 

of the program unit. In the absence of any directives, the program will insert block-

checking constructs and a watchdog timer mechanism in the unit according to the 

techniques outlined in the previous sections. A list of the available directives and 

their functions is given below: 

omit_blk omit insertion of block-checking constructs in program unit 

omit_wdt omit insertion of watchdog timer instructions in program unit 

show_blk instructs SMUD to indicate locations where block-checking constructs 
would appear. The locations are shown by commented statements that are 
inserted into the application software. 

show_wdt instructs SMUD to indicate the default locations for placing the reset in-
struction of the watchdog timer. 

blk instructs SMUD to insert a TAG check into the application software wher-
ever this directive appears 

wdt instructs SMUD to insert the instruction to reset a watchdog timer wherever 
this directive appears 

omit_tag instructs SMUD to forego inserting a TAG check into a loop structure. This 
directive must be placed on the same line as the word loop 
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4.3 Examples of Code with Upset Detection Mechanisms 

This section contains examples of the incorporation of the block checking method 

discussed in Section 3.2. These examples serve to illustrate the uses of the available 

directives. Example 1a shows a procedure that does not employ any directives. As 

mentioned earlier, the absence of any directives causes the block checking con-

structs and watchdog timer mechanism to be inserted automatically. Example 1b 

shows the modified procedure. Example 2a shows a procedure that contains a 

nested task unit. The omit_blk. and show_wdt directives are used here. As shown in 

Example 2b, the modified main procedure contains a commented statement indicat-

ing where an instruction would be placed to set a watchdog timer. The nested task 

does not contain any block-checking constructs due to the omit_blk directive. Ex-

ample 3 illustrates the use of the show_blk., omit_wdt, and omit_tag directives. The 

show_blk. directive is used in the nested task body test (3a) and results in commented 

statements, rather than block-checking constructs, being inserted into the task body 

(3b). Use of the omit_wdt directive in procedure t3 prevents any watchdog timer 

mechanism from being inserted into the code here. The omit_tag directive is used 

to show how block-checking constructs can be omitted from loop structures. The use 

of the blk. directive is shown in Example 4. Placing the blk. directive in procedure t4 

(4a) results in the insertion of a block-checking construct where the directive ap-

peared. 

As indicated by these examples, each program unit can be individually tailored to 

utilize block-checking constructs and a watchdog timer mechanism. Using the di-

rectives omit_blk and omit_wdt will cause the pre-processor to ignore other direc-
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tives to insert tag checks or watchdog timer instructions. However, when using the 

directives show_blk or show_wdt, the directives blk and wdt may also be used. The 

tag check or watchdog timer instruction will be preceded by comment indicators. 
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Example 1a 

procedure t1 is 

add : integer : = O; 

begin 

add : = add + 12; 
add:= 2; 
begin 

loop 
add:= add + 1; 
exit when add = 10; 

end loop; 
end; 
add : = add + 125; 

end; 

Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD) 

Example 1b 

procedure t1 is 

TAG1 : integer:= O; 
add : integer : = O; 

begin 

If TAG1 = 0 then 
TAG1 := 1; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WOT:= 255; 

add:= add + 12; 
add:= 2; 
begin 

loop 
If TAG1 /= 1 then 

HANDLER; 
End if; 
add:= add + 1; 
exit when add = 10; 

end loop; 
end; 
add : = add + 125; 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG1 := O; 

End if; 

end; 
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Example 2a 

procedure t2 is 

add : integer : = O: 
task test: 

task body test is 

temp : integer : = O: 
count : integer; 
begin 

--$$omit_blk 
for count in 1 .. 10 loop 

temp : = temp + 1; 
end loop: 

end: 

begin 

--$$show_wdt 
add:= add + 12; 
add:= add + 12: 
begin 

loop 
add:= add+ 1; 
exit when add = 10; 

end loop: 
end: 
add : = add + 125: 

end: 

Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD) 

Example 2b 

procedure t2 is 

TAG1 : integer:= O; 
add : integer : = O; 
task test; 

task body test is 

temp : integer : = O: 
count : integer; 
begin 

WOT:= 255; 
for count in 1 .. 10 loop 

temp:= temp + 1: 
end loop: 

end; 

begin 

If TAG1 = 0 then 
TAG1 := 1; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

-watchdog timer set here 

add:= add + 12; 
add:= add + 12; 
begin 

loop 
If TAG1 /= 1 then 

HANDLER; 
End if; 
add:= add + 1; 
exit when add = 10; 

end loop; 
end· 
add,:= add + 125; 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG1 := O; 

End if; 

end; 
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Example 3a 

procedure t3 is 

add : integer : = O; 
task test; 

task body test is 

temp : integer : = O; 
count : integer; 
begin 

--$$show_blk 
for count in 1 .. 10 loop 

temp:= temp + 1; 
end loop; 

end; 

begin 
--$$omit_wdt 
add:= add + 12; 
add:= add + 12; 
add:= 2; 
begin 

--$$wdt123 
loop -$$omit_tag 

add:= add + 1; 
exit v1hen add = 10; 

end locp; 
end; 
add : = add + 125; 

end; 

Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD) 

Example 3b 

procedure t3 is 

TAG1 : Integer:= O; 
add : integer : = O; 
task test; 

task body test is 

temp : integer : = O; 
count : integer; 
begin 

•• block check here 

WOT:= 255; 
for count in 1 .. 10 loop 

-- tag check here 
temp:= temp + 1; 

end loop; 
·- tag reset here 

end; 

begin 

TAG1 = 0 then 
TAG1 := 1; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

add:= add+ 12; 
add:= add + 12; 
add:= 2; 
begin 

loop --$$omit_tag 
add:= add+ 1; 
exit when add = 10; 

end loop; 
end; 
add : = add + 125; 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG1 := O; 

End if; 

end; 
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Example 4a 

procedure t4 is 

add1 : integer : = O; 
add2 : integer : = 0 

begin 
add1 : = add1 + 12; 
add2 : = add1 + 12; 
begin 

--$$blk 
add1 := add1 + 1; 

end; 
add2 : = add1 + 125; 

end; 

Software Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD) 

Example 4b 

procedure t4 is 

TAG1 : Integer:= O; 
add1 : integer : = O; 
add2 : integer : = O; 

begin 

If TAG1 = 0 then 
TAG1:=1; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WOT:= 255; 
add1 : = add1 + 12; 
add2 : = add1 + 12; 
begin 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 
add1 := add1 + 1; 

end; 
add2 : = add1 + 125; 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG1 := O; 

End if; 

end; 
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Chapter 5 

System Model 

In order to test the effectiveness of the software modifier for upset detection (SMUD), 

a distributed computer system (Figure 7) has been modeled. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, the system Implements the MIL-STD-15538 communications protocol, 

which in this example defines the modes of operation between satellite subsystems. 

The modeled system was developed in Ada with DEC's VAX 11/785 acting as the host. 

The model developed provides a good example of how a simulation environment may 

be created using the concurrent processing features of Ada. This chapter will provide 

a detailed description of the modeled system. The example system is divided into 

two pieces: the model of the 15538 hardware and the Ada software the implements 

the 15538 communications protocol which will be run on the 15538 hardware. The 

portion of the modeled system that is modified by SMUD to include the upset de-

tection mechanisms is the software that implements the 15538 communications bus 

protocol. 
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Figure 7. Distributed Computer System Model 
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5.1 Distributed Computer System Model 

The distributed system model (Figure 7) is comprised of three subsystems that com-

municate via a 1553B bus. Each subsystem of the computer communication system 

contains an application processor and an electronic module called a BIU, that inter-

faces a serial data bus to the subsystem. Each BIU in the system can take on one 

of two roles: Bus Controller (BC) or Remote Terminal (RT). A BC is a system com-

ponent that is responsible for initiation of any information transfer between subsys-

tems. An RT is incapable of initiating information transfers and responds to command 

words sent out by the BC. Each RT responds to its own unique address as well as a 

common broadcast address. 

The MIL-STD-1553B defines a three layered communication protocol that includes the 

physical layer, the medium access control layer, and the logical link layer. The 

physical layer and the medium access control layer, which are modeled as a portion 

of the simulation environment, define the interface between each subsystem and the 

15538 bus. The logical link layer, which manages the protocol at a higher level, 

consists of the software that has been implemented in Ada. 

There are four types of information transfers that are used in the communication 

protocol operation [4]: 

1. Bus Controller to Remote Terminal data transfer (BC to RT) 

2. Remote Terminal to Bus Controller data transfer (RT to BC) 

3. Remote Terminal to Remote Terminal data transfer (RT to RT) 

4. Mode Command 
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Mode com"lands are used in managing the information flow of the communication 

system anJ detecting possible errors having occurred in the form of data corruption. 

There are three types of words that are transferred during information transactions: 

command words, status words, and data words. The command word defines what 

type of information transfer is to occur. The status word is transmitted from an RT 

after an information transfer unless an error has occurred during the transfer or the 

command was sent in broadcast mode. The three data transfer types allow data 

words to be transferred between the BC and an RT or between any two RTs. 

In a BC to RT data transfer, the BC sends out a command containing an RT's address 

(or the binary address 11111 in the case of a broadcast command) and the number 

of data words to be transferred. Once all the data words have been transferred, the 

receiving RT sends the BC its status word ( except in the broadcast mode). The BC 

verifies the status word to determine whether or not any data corruption has oc-

curred. 

The RT to BC data transfer works in a manner similar to the BC to RT data transfer. 

Once the BC issues a command indicating that an RT to BC data transfer should oc-

cur, the BC first waits for the transmitting RT to send back its status word. After the 

RT has sent its status word to the BC, it then proceeds to transmit the required 

number of data words. 

In an RT to RT data transfer, the BC sends out two command words. The first com-

mand word indicates which RT will be receiving the data while the second indicates 

which RT will be transmitting the data. The BC waits for the transmitting RT to send 

its status word. After the transmitting RT has transferred the correct number of 
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words, the receiving RT sends the BC its status word. The BC checks the status word 

to determine the validity of the information transfer. 

Additional details of these information transfers can be found in Military Standard 

Aircraft Internal Time Division [25]. 

5.2 Modeled System 

The modeled system consists of the Ada implementation of the 15538 communi-

cations protocol software and a modeled hardware environment. The hardware en-

vironment has been modeled to allow simulation of the different data transfers 

between subsystems in addition to exercising the 15538 communications protocol. 

5.2.1 Hardware Environment 

The hardware environment has been modeled at the functional level in Ada using 

package program units to encapsulate the components of a subsystem. Each sub-

system of the hardware environment consists of an application processor, a SIU, a 

OMA controller, and a host memory. Each component is modeled as a task, with the 

exception of the host memory (which is modeled as an array), so that they may run 

concurrently. The block diagram of one subsystem model is shown in Figure 8 on 

page 57. The SIU consists of a memory buffer, a controller, and a physical layer 
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interface. The memory buffer is modeled as an array of words with each word con-

sisting of 16 bits (elements). 

As shown in Figure 8, the subsystem models communicate via a data bus also mod-

eled at the functional level. The data bus, for purposes of simulation, is modeled as 

a parallel bus, rather than a serial bus. This simplification is reasonable since the 

main purpose of the simulation is to test the upset detection mechanisms incorpo-

rated into the communication protocol software. 

The hardware environment described in this section uses package program units to 

encapsulate the components of the hardware environment. These packages consist 

of both a specification and a body. The specification of one subsystem is given be-

low. The package body is provided in the appendix. The package specification con-

tains the program unit specifications for the models used in the simulation 

environment. Each declaration in the package specification below corresponds to the 

modeled components in Figure 8. 

package subsystem1 is 

HOST_MEMORY: array (0 .. 150) of command_type; 

task DMA_ 1 Is 
entry WORD(instruction_word : out command_type;address : In Integer); 
entry STORE(word : in command_type; address : in integer); 

end DMA_1; 

task APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_1 is 
entry ST ART; 
entry BIU_DONE; 

end APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1; 

task BIU_1 is 
entry ST ART; 
entry GO; 

end BIU_1; 

end subsystem1; 
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The hardware registers associated with each SIU are defined in a separate package 

to provide greater clarity between the hardware environment portion and the imple-

mentation of the protocol communication software. 

package PLl_ 1_1NTERFACE is 

Mode_Data_Register : command_type; 
lnstruction_Address_Reglster : Integer; 
Base_Address_Register : command_type; 
Processor_ Control_Reglster : command_type; 
lnternal_Status_Register : command_type; 
Status_Word_Data_Reglster: command_type; 
Built_ln_ Test_Reglster : command_type; 

end PLl_1_1NTERFACE; 

This package models the interface between the application processor and the BIU. 

Each subsystem package accesses its PLl_HARDWARE package by including the 

keywords: 

with PLl_HARDWARE; use PLl_HARDWARE; 

In a real-time situation, these registers would be accessed using low level 1/0 fea-

tures. Shown below is how the registers were modeled for the hardware environ-

ment and how they would be implemented in a real-time situation. 

Modeled environment: 
MODE_DATA_REGISTER : command_type 

where command_type is defined as an array(0 .. 15) of integer. 

Red-time environment: 

bits : constant : = 1; 
type register Is range 0 .. 36556; 
for register'SIZE use 16*blts; 

MODE_DATA_REGISTER: register; 
for MODE_DATA_REGISTER use at 16#1542#; 
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The address clause, use at 16#1542#, specifies the physical address of the register 

while the SIZE attribute specifies the number of bits to be used in representing the 

type register. 

5.2.2 Subsystem Communication 

The vehicle by which each subsystem communicates with other subsystems is 

through the physical layer interface (PLI) of the BIUs. Each PLI has been modeled 

as a task to allow simultaneous execution of all the physical layer interfaces. The 

physical layer interfaces have been placed together in one package along with the 

data bus model. The package DATA_BUS is accessed by each subsystem package 

to allow inter - subsystem communication. Figure 9 on page 60 shows a block dia-

gram of a data transfer between BIUs. 

The PLls are numbered according to which BIU they are associated with (e.g., PLl_1 

is associated with BIU_1). When data needs to be transferred from one subsystem 

to another subsystem, an entry call is made to the BIU's physical layer interface. For 

example, if subsystem_1 needs to send data to subsystem_ 4, the statement 

PLl_1.GET_DATA( data,synch) 

causes the task PLl_ 1 to rendezvous with BIU_ 1 at the point of the entry call. Upon 

accepting this entry call, the task PLl_ 1, in turn, makes an entry call to the task BUS 

by issuing the statement BUS.GET_DATA( data,synch) along with the necessary pa-

rameters. When the entry call to the task BUS has been accepted, the task PL1_1 

completes its rendezvous with the task BUS. The calling BIU can then proceed past 

the point cf rendezvous with its PLI. The information passed as parameters on each 
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entry call are a 16-bit word and a synch value. The synch signal is a 1553B physical 

mechanism to distinguish between a command word and a data word. 

The same procedure is followed when a BIU is expecting data from another BIU. The 

receiving BILI cannot proceed past the rendezvous point, where the entry call was 

made, until its PU has retrieved data from the BUS. When the task BUS has been 

referenced by one of the PUs, the information is passed onto the data lines as pa-

rameters of the entry call. The data on the lines is received by each PU when the 

following statements are issued by the task BUS: 

PLl_ 1.GET _DATA(data,synch); 
PL1_2.GET _DATA(data,synch); 
PLl_3.GET_DATA(data,synch); 

By making the package DATA_BUS accessible to each subsystem model, any sub-

system can receive/send data from/to any other subsystem. The source code for the 

package DATA_BLIS is included in the source code for the modeled distributed com-

puter system in Appendix A. 

5.3 Ada Implementation of MIL-STD-15538 

Communications Protocol 

SMUD modifies that part of the modeled system which is responsible for exercising 

the 1553B communications protocol. The protocol software resides in the controller 

element which forms a part of the BILI. Each subsystem has been modeled identically 

with the exception of the BILI addresses and the application processor software. 
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Each application processor of the subsystems performs a unique function for that 

particular subsystem. The software structure of the 15538 protocol implementation, 

which is sr:>wn in Figure 10 on page 63, consists of a main tasking unit and fourteen 

subroutines: 

1. task BIU 

2. procedure FORM COMMAND 

3. function CONVERT 

4. procedure BUS CONTROLLER 

5. procedure REMOTE TERMINAL 

6. procedure CHECK STATUS 

7. procedure MODE COMMAND 

8. procedure DATA TRANSFER 

9. procedure BC TO RT 

10. procedure RT TO RT 

11. procedure RT TO BC 

12. procedure PROCESS MODE COMMAND 

13. procedure PROCESS DATA TRANSFER 

14. procedure SEND DATA 

15. procedure RECEIVE DAT A 

Each BIU is assigned a unique address. The BIU labeled BIU_ 1 is given the binary 

address 00001 while BIU_2 and BIU_3 have the binary addresses 00010 and 00011, 

respectively. This software model can easily be extended to include up to 31 BIUs 

(addresses 0-30). Binary address 11111 is reserved for the BC to communicate in 

broadcast mode with selected RTs simultaneously. Since each BIU may have the 

capability of being either a bus controller or a remote terminal, two boolean flags that 

indicate a units configuration are included. The two flags, BUS_CONTROLLER_MODE 

and REMOTE_TERMINAL_MODE, are initialized in the declarative section of each BIU 
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model. Only one BIU model has BUS_CONTROLLER_MODE assigned the value of 

TRUE at any given instant while the other BIUs have REMOTE_TERMINAL_MODE as-

signed the value of TRUE. 

Each task BIU has two procedures that are executed depending upon the configura-

tion type they are: BUS_CONTROLLER and REMOTE_ TERMINAL. For the BIU model 

that is designated the Bus Controller, the procedure BUS_CONTROLLER_ 1 deter-

mines whether the information transfer type is a mode command or a data transfer. 

Another procedure named MODE_COMMAND is called to further decode the com-

mand word. There are two types of mode commands: those that have an associated 

data word and those that do not. A data word that needs to be received/sent from/to 

the remote BIU is stored or read from the buffer. If the information transfer is a data 

transfer, t~.e procedure DATA_ TRANSFER is called. The command word passed into 

the procedure is checked for the type of data transfer and calls an appropriate pro-

cedure to carry out the data transfer. 

Each BIU that is configured as an RT calls the procedure REMOTE_TERMINAL to de-

termine whether or not it should respond to the data on the bus lines. If the data is 

a command word, the RT whose address is indicated in the command word further 

decodes the word. One of two procedures, PROCESS_MODE_COMMAND or 

PROCESS_DATA_TRANSFER is called to complete the required information transfer. 

5.3.1 Simulation Example 

The following section describes a simulation run of the Ada implementation of the 

15538 communications protocol. The output produced by the simulation described 
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is provided at the end of this section with a detailed explanation of each information 

transfer. A driver routine (procedure SYSTEM_MODEL, shown below) is used to 

control the execution of the task units. 

procedure SYSTEM_MODEL is 

begin 

APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1.START; 
APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_2.START; 
APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_3.START; 
BIU_1.START; 
BIU_2.START; 
BIU_3.START; 
loop 

Activate each BIU task periodically 

end loop; 
BIU_1.done; 
BIU_2.done; 
BIU_3.done; 
DMA_1.done; 
DMA_2.done; 
DMA_3.done; 
BUS.done; 
PLl_ 1.done; 
Pl.!_2.done; 
PL !_3.done; 

end Sl'STEM_MODEL; 

Each application processor of the subsystems is activated by the statements 

APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1.START 
APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_2.START 
APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_3.START 

Once this is done, each application processor model initializes the various registers 

of its corresponding BIU. These registers contain information such as whether the 

BIU should behave as a BC or an RT and the address that will identifies a BIU. After 
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each application processor has initialized the registers, the driver routine then acti-

vates each SIU with the statements 

BIU_1.START 

BIU_2.START 

BIU_3.START 

Task SIU_ 1 is initially configured as the bus controller while tasks SIU_2 and SIU_3 

are configured as remote terminals. The main program unit of SIU_ 1 is shown below. 

Each SIU model has identical code with the exception of the SIU address and the in-

itial SIU configuration. 

task body BIU_1 Is 

mode : boolean; 
bus_controller_mode : boolean; 
remote_terminal_mode : boolean; 
command : command_type; 
command2 : command_type; 
halt : boolean; 
last_command_word: command_type; 
last_status_word : command_type; 
status_ word : command_ type : = (O,O, 1, 1,0,0,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o); 

begin 
accept ST ART; 
if Processor_Control_Register(10) = 1 then 

bus_controller_mode := true; 
remote_terminal_mode : = false; 

else 
bus_controller_mode := false; 
remote_terminal_mode : = true; 

end if; 

COMMUNICATION_MODE_LOOP: 
loop 

select 
accr,-:>t go; 
if bu:;_controller_mode then 
NE\~'-LINE; 
NEW_LINE; 
PUT_LINE("BIU_1 IS BUS CONTROLLER"); 
NEW_LINE; 
FORM_ COMMAND(command,command2,halt); 
Base_Address_Register(10 .. 15) := command(5) & command(G •• 10); 
exit when halt; 
BUS_CONTROLLER_ 1(command,command2,mode); 
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bus_cor.troller_mode := mode; 
remote_termlnal_mode : = not mode; 

elsif remote terminal mode then 
Base_Address_RegiSter(10 .. 15) := command(5) & command(6 .. 10); 
REMOTE_ TERMINAL_ 1(mode); 
remote_terminal_mode : = mode; 
bus_controller_mode := not mode; 
status_ word : = (0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

end if; 
or 

delay 10.00; 
exit COMMUNICATION_MODE_LOOP; 

end select; 
end loop COMMUNICATION_MODE_LOOP; 

APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1.BIU_DONE; 
end BIU_1; 

Initially, since BIU_ 1 is configured as the bus controller, the procedure 

FORM_COMMAND is called to retrieve two instruction words from the host memory 

via the OMA controller. The procedure returns a command word based on the infer-

mation in the instruction words. The procedure BUS_CONTROLLER is then called to 

process the command word. Meanwhile, BIU_2 and BIU_3 each call the procedure 

REMOTE_ TERMINAL to process the command word as remote terminals. Each re-

mote terminal determines whether or not the address field in the command word 

contains its address or the broadcast address. If not, the message error bit of the 

status word is set to one by the procedure REMOTE_TERMINAL. The RT then waits 

for new data to be placed on the bus. If the remote terminal does respond to the 

address, the command word is further decoded by the procedure 

REMOTE_ TERMINAL to determine whether it is a mode command or a data transfer 

request. REMOTE_TERMINAL subsequently performs the appropriate action for the 

command word. 

Listed below are examples of the simulation output. The sample output contains ex-

amples of all four types of information transfers discussed in section 5.1 Each infer-
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mation transfer section identifies the BIU that is configured as the BUS CONTROLLER, 

the BIU configured as the REMOTE TERMINAL, and the type of information transfer 

that is taking place. In the case of a data transfer, the data words that are transferred 

are also listed. Commands are coded according to the 1553B definitions given in [25]. 

Example A Mode Command 

BIU_1 IS B~S CONTROLLER 
BIU 2 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL 
COMMAND WORD SENT FROM BUS CONTROLLER: 

Mode Code: 00001 = > Synchronize 

-- CHECKING STATUS WORD --

0001010000000001 

STATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 0001000000000000 

Example B RT to BC data transfer 

BIU_1 IS BUS CONTROLLER 
BIU_2 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL 
COMMAND WORD SENT FROM BUS CONTROLLER : 0001011110000010 
COMMAND TYPE: DATA TRANSFER - RT TO BC 

--- CHECKING STATUS WORD ---

STATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 0001000000000000 

2 DATA WORDS RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 

WORD 0 1111111111000000 
WORD 1 1111111111100000 

Example C RT to RT data transfer 

BIU_1 IS BUS CONTROLLER 
BIU_3 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL 
BIU_2 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL 
COMMAND WORD SENT FROM BUS CONTROLLER : 

COMMAND TYPE: DATA TRANSFER - RT TO RT 

5 WORDS SENT TO REMOTE TERMINAL 

---- CHECKING STATUS WORD ----

System Model 

0001101000011110 
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STATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 0001000000000000 

WORD 0 
WORD 1 
WORD 2 
WORD 3 
WORD 4 

1111100000000000 
1111110000000000 
1111111000000000 
1111111100000000 
1111111110000000 

- CHECKING STATUS WORD ----

STATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 0001100000000000 

Example D BC to RT data transfer 

BIU_1 IS BUS CONTROLLER 
BIU_3 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL 
COMMAND WORD SENT FROM BUS CONTROLLER : 

COMMAND IYPE: DATA TRANSFER - BC to RT 

3 DATA WORDS SENT TO REMOTE TERMINAL: 

WORD 0 1111111111000000 
WORD 1 1111111111100000 
WORD 2 1111111111110000 

-- CHECKING STATUS WORD ---

0000111110000011 

STATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: 0000100000000000 

Example A shows the output result of a mode command information transfer. Exam-

pies B, C, and D show the results of data transfers. In Example B, an RT to BC data 

transfer, the transmitting RT first sends its status word to the BC, followed by the re-

quired number of data words. In Example C, the data transfer is between two remote 

terminals. According to protocol specifications, the transmitting RT first sends back 

its status word to be read by the BC. It then sends the required number of data 

words to be read by the receiving terminal. Once all the data words have been 

transferred, the receiving RT sends back its status word. Example D shows the out-
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put results of the remaining data transfer type: BC to RT. In this example, the data 

words are transferred first, followed by the status word of the receiving RT. 

This chapter has described a distributed computer system model developed using 

the tasking features of Ada. The modeling of the intercommunications of individual 

subsystems of the 15538 bus structure has been described. The simulation model 

was thoroughly tested for proper execution of all 15538 mode commands and data 

transfers. Each information transfer was successfully carried out. The next step after 

verifying the correct operation of the modeled system was to modify the 15538 pro-

tocol implementation to test the upset detection mechanisms. The next chapter dis-

cusses how these mechanisms were tested. 
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Chapter 6 

Testing and Results 

This chapter will discuss the effectiveness of the upset detection techniques inserted 

into Ada application software. Also discussed are the time and memory overheads 

incurred by the incorporation of a block-checking structure and watchdog timer 

mechanism. Testing methodology and performance measures are presented here. 

The testing methodology consisted of two parts. The first part was concerned with 

determining the upset detection coverage provided by the block-checking constructs. 

The second part was concerned with the effectiveness of the watchdog timer in de-

tecting deviations in program flow that went undetected by the block-checking con-

structs. 
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6.1 Testing 

Testing of the upset detection mechanisms involved simulating the effects of SEUs 

causing a deviation from normal program flow. To simulate this type of upset, the 

application model software containing the detection mechanisms was once again al-

tered, this time by hand. A generalized block diagram of how the protocol software 

was modified to include several entry points is shown in Figure 11 on page 73. 

These entry points would be activated to simulate the result of an erroneous jump 

by the program counter. 

The following sample program serves to illustrate how each procedure and function 

in the application software was altered by hand for testing purposes. The sample 

program c.Jnsists of four output statements to give an external indication of the exe-

cution flow. 
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procedure test is 

TAG : integer : = O; 

begin 

IF tag = 0 then 
tag:= 1; 

else 
raise INCORRECT_ TAG; 

end if; 

WDT1 := 255; 

PUT _LINE("statement 1"); 
PUT _LINE("statement 2"); 
PUT _LINE("statement 3"); 
PUT _LINE("statement 4"); 

if tag = 1 then 
tag : = O; 

else 
raise INCORRECT_TAG; 

end if; 

end test; 

task body test is 

TAG : integer : = O; 

begin 

loop 
select 
accept ONE; 
IF tag = 0 then 
tag:= 1; 

else 
HANDLE; 

end if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
PUT_LINE("statement 1"); 

or 
accept TWO; 
PUT _LINE("statement 2"); 

or 
accept THREE; 
PUT _LINE("statement 3"); 

or 
accept FOUR; 
PUT _LINE("statement 4"); 
if tag = 1 then 
tag:= O; 

else 
HANDLE; 

end if; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 

end test; 

The output shown below is the result of (a) and (b) for a correctly executed set of in-

structions. 

statement 1 
statement 2 
statement 3 
statement 4 

The modified test code will output the same sequence of statements provided each 

entry point is accessed successively. A driver routine was required to invoke the 
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entry calls of the modified block. In the protocol software, each program unit behaves 

as a driver to each program unit contained within its scope. 

The driver routine shown below accesses each entry point in succession. The output 

resulting from the execution is identical to that of the original test program. 

procedure driver is 

begin 

TEST.ONE; 
TEST.TWO; 
TEST.THREE; 
TEST.FOUR; 

end; 

Since the altered protocol software provides the means for selection of any four out-

put statements, a program flow deviation can be simulated by eliminating an entry 

call from the driver routine and successively invoking the remaining entry calls. In 

order to simulate the effect of an SEU that causes an erroneous block to start exe-

cuting, the driver routine bypasses the first entry point. This results in the omission 

of the TAG initialization. As an example, consider the driver routine shown below: 

procedure driver is 

begin 

TEST.THREE; 
TEST.FOUR; 

end; 

Output from test program 
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statement 3 
statement 4 
incorrect block entry 
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Upon reaching the TAG check at the end of the test program unit, the TAG is checked 

for the identifying value of the block. Since the TAG was not reset at the start, the 

value is incorrect and the exception INCORRECT_ TAG is raised. The exception han-

dler displays a statement indicating an incorrect block entry has occurred. 

The previous example served to illustrate a program flow deviation into another 

block. However, SEUs that cause execution to continue in the same block, though 

skipping several instructions, will not be detected by the block-checking constructs. 

For example, consider the following driver sequence: 

procedure driver is 

begin 

TEST.ONE; 
TEST.FOUR; 

end; 

Output from test program 
statement 1 
statement 4 

The driver accesses the first entry point, initializing the TAG to the identifying value 

of the block. The second and third entry points have been omitted, simulating a 

program flow deviation contained within the block. Upon reaching the end of the 

block, the TAG is checked for the ID value. Since the TAG was initialized properly, 

the deviation is not detected. 

Detection of this type of program flow deviation depends on the location where exe-

cution resumes in the block. As discussed earlier, a block containing a loop structure 

poses a potential infinite loop situation. A deviation near or into a loop structure may 
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prevent the setting of necessary loop variables, thereby leading to the possibility of 

an infinite loop. It is for this purpose that a watchdog timer mechanism was also 

utilized. 

6.2 Simulation of Watchdog Timer 

In addition to testing the effectiveness of the block-checking constructs, the ability of 

the watchdog timer in detecting SEUs was also tested. A hardware watchdog timer 

has been modeled at the functional level using the tasking facilities and VAX/Ada Ii-

brary package CALENDAR available in Ada. Using the package CALENDAR allows 

access to the clock and time functions. The model of the watchdog timer is given 

below: 

with TEXT _IQ; use TEXT _IQ; 

package wdt_time is 

task WOT is 
entry START(time : in duration); 

end WOT; 

end wdt_time; 

package body wdt_time is 

task body WOT Is 

package duration_io is new fixed_IO(duratlon); use duration_io; 
WDT_time: duration:= 1.0; 

begin 
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loop 
select 
accept START(tlme : in duration) do 

WOT _time : = time; 
end START; 
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or 
delay WDT_time; 
PUT _LINE("WDT expired"); 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 

end WDT; 

end WDT_TIME; 

Each watchdog timer initialization in the modified 15538 protocol implementation in-

voked an entry call to the watchdog timer task. The value of initialization was passed 

from the protocol into the watchdog timer task through the entry point START. The 

parameter, time, was then assigned to a local variable, WDT_time, of the timer task. 

It is this variable that is evaluated in the delay statement. If a new value is assigned 

to WDT_time, the delay statement starts a new countdown time. If the delay time 

reaches the value of WDT_time, an error message is displayed. 

6.3 Results 

The two upset detection mechanisms yielded an overall fault coverage of 91%. Un-

detected deviations were mainly due to those program flow deviations that were 

contained within the block. The simulated deviations were limited in that improper 

instruction boundaries could not be accesed, nor could restricted areas of memory 

be accessed. This was because testing was carried out at high-order language level 

running under the protectiveness of the VMS operating system. As shown in Table 

1, 71 % of the deviations were detected by the block-checking constructs, while 20% 

were detected by a watchdog timer timeout. As stated earlier, the main reason for 
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the undetected program flow deviations was that the deviation was contained in the 

block and did not result in an infinite loop. Thus, neither block-checking nor watch-

dog timer detected these faults. However, some deviations were detected by the 

15538 protocol software before being detected by the SMUD detection mechanisms. 

6.4 Time and Memory Overheads 

Time overhead is defined as the additional time needed to execute a defined set of 

instructions while memory overhead is defined as the amount of extra memory re-

quired to include additional upset detection instructions. The time and memory 

overheads incurred by the upset detection mechanisms are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4, 

and 5. Tables 2 and 3 provide data concerning the memory overhead incurred by 

incorporating the upset detection mechanisms. The two watchdog timer strategies 

discussed in Chapter 3 required different amounts of additional bytes. Memory 

overhead values have been obtained for both versions. The memory overhead for 

each program unit in the 15538 protocol software is listed. The values represent the 

total number of bytes in both the unmodified and modified versions and the percent 

increase in the number of bytes of storage necessary. The percent increase is re-

lated to the original number of bytes in a procedure. A procedure that contains a 

greater number of bytes will incur a lower percentage memory overhead than will a 

smaller procedure. The total number of additional bytes required was 947; the aver-

age size increase of a program unit was 63.13 bytes. 
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Simulated SEUs 55 Percent 
Detected by TAG Checking 39 71 
Detected by Watchdog Timer 11 20 
Undetected 5 9 

Total Detections 50 91 

Table 1. Detection of SEUs by Upset Detection Techniques 
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In addition to an incurred memory overhead, two time overheads were incurred. A 

slight time overhead was incurred for both the compilation time of the Ada application 

software system and the execution time for a defined fixed length sequence. As with 

the memory overheads, time overhead values have been obtained for both versions 

of the watchdog timer strategies. The compilation time overhead represents a one-

time overhead while the execution time overhead is incurred repentedly. The com-

pilation time for the unmodified and modified application models were dependent on 

the load of the host computer. Similarly, the execution times varied according to the 

load and the non-determinism of task selection. For this reason, ten golden unmodi-

fied simulation runs were executed for both the modified and unmodified protocol 

models so that an average value could be obtained for each. 
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Unit name Unmodified Modified % Increase 
#bytes #bytes 

SIU 1 402 498 23.88 

FORM COMMAND 378 406 7.4 

CONVERT 479 499 4.17 

BUS CONTROLLER 235 297 26.38 

CHECK STATUS 561 614 9.45 

MODE COMMAND 469 555 18.34 

DATA TRANSFER 503 662 31.61 

BC TO RT 104 144 38.46 

RT TO RT 71 114 60.56 

RT TO BC 443 495 11.74 

REMOTE TERMINAL 324 394 21.60 

PROCESS MODE COMMAND 1301 1332 2.38 

PROCESS DATA TRANSFER 669 785 17.34 

RECEIVE DATA 338 389 15.09 

SEND DATA 100 140 40.00 

AVERAGE VALUES 425.13 488.27 14.86 

Table 2. Memory Overhead with Upset Detection Technique (version I) 
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Unit name Unmodified Modified % lncreasE 
#bytes #bytes 

SIU 1 402 460 14.43 

FORM COMMAND 378 407 7.68 

CONVERT 479 500 4.38 

BUS CONTROLLER 235 276 17.45 

CHECK STATUS 561 615 9.63 

MODE COMMAND 469 522 11.30 

DATA TRANSFER 503 553 9.94 

BC TO RT 104 145 39.42 

RT TO RT 71 115 61.97 

RT TO BC 443 496 11.96 

REMOTE TERMINAL 324 373 15.12 

PROCESS MODE COMMAND 1301 1333 2.46 

PROCESS DATA TRANSFER 669 717 7.17 

RECEIVE DATA 338 390 15.38 

SEND DATA 100 141 41.00 

AVERAGE VALUES 425.13 469.53 10.44 

Table 3. Memory Overhead with Upset Detection Technique (version II) 
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Unit name Unmodified Modified % Increase 
CPU sec CPU sec 

Compilation Time 47.12 53.33 13.18 
Execution Time 1.411 1.438 1.91 

Table 4. Time Overhead (version I) 
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Unit name Unmodified Modified % Increase 
CPU sec CPU sec 

Compilation Time 47.12 51.40 9.08 
Execution Time 1.411 1.434 1.63 

Table 5. Time Overhead (version II) 
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Chapter 7 · 

Conclusion 

The work presented in this thesis involves upset detection techniques for computer 

systems subject to high amounts of radiation. Single event upsets resulting from 

these environmental particles can affect several hardware components of the system. 

The focus of this thesis has been on those single event upsets occurring in the pro-

gram counters of microprocessors. The effect of an SEU in the program counter re-

sults in a deviation from normal flow of program execution. In order to not impose 

additional hardware requirements, a software technique of detecting SEUs in program 

counters was investigated. 

A program has been written in Ada to automatically insert a block checking structure 

and watchdog timer mechanisms into Ada application software. The program, Soft-

ware Modifier for Upset Detection (SMUD) requires little interactive information from 

the application programmer and relies mainly on available directives to determine 

how to modify each program unit. 
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A system model that employs the 15538 bus communications protocol has been used 

to verify proper operation of the automated modification. The effectiveness of the 

upset detection techniques was determined through computer simulations. All in-

formation transfer formats of the protocol have been incorporated and the model has 

been extensively tested. A sample of the modified code output and simulation results 

have been presented in this thesis. The modified system model utilizing the upset 

detection mechanisms has been included in Appendix A. Examples of software 

structures using the available directives are provided in Chapter 3. These examples 

serve to clarify the use and effects of the directives. 

The initial system model was slightly different from the one presented here, in that, 

much of the logical link layer was implemented using the tasking feature of Ada. 

However, since the simulation was being run on a uniprocessor (DEC's VAX 11/785), 

inter-task communication consumed an inordinate amount of time. This problem was 

remedied by only using tasks to model the simulation environment, while procedures 

and functions were used in implementing the logical link layer. These modifications 

will allow different entry points in the software. The simulation runs, besides vali-

dating the fault detection mechanisms, also tested the 15538 protocol. 

The results obtained from the testing phase yielded an overall SEU detection rate of 

91 % (71 % were due to the block-checking constructs and 20% were due to the 

watchdog timer mechanism). A small percentage of the deviations that went unde-

tected by either method were detected by the 15538 protocol definition itself. 
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Appendix A 

15538 System Model 

One subsystem of the distributed computer system is provided in this appendix. As discussed 

in Chapter 5, only the protocol software which is exercised by the SIU has been modified by 

SMUD to contain block-checking constructs and a watchdog timer mechanism. These mod-

ifications have been boldfaced to distinguish them from the original protocol software. The 

software that models the other components of the subsystem (OMA, application processor, 

data bus, PLI, etc.) have also been included. 
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- This procedure provides the entry signal for the application 
- processors and the Bl Us of the system. The loop structure 
-- controls the number of times the Bl Us get activated. 

with TEXT IO;use TEXT 10; 
with INTEGER TEXT 10; use INTEGER TEXT 10; 
with DATA BUS; use DATA BUS; - -
with subsystem_ 1,subsystem_2,subsystem_3; 
use subsystem_ 1,subsystem_2,subsystem_3; 
procedure SYSTEM_MODEL is 

count : integer : = O; 

begin 
PUT_LINE{'.SIMULATION OF MIL-STD-1553B PROTOCOL"); 
NEW LINE; 
NEW=LINE; 
NEW_LINE; 

APPLICATION PROCESSOR 1.START; 
APPLICATION-PROCESSOR-2.START; 
APPLICATION-PROCESSOR-3.ST ART; 
BIU_1.START;- -
BIU_2.START; 
BIU_3.ST ART; 
loop 

select 
BIU_1.GO; 

or 
delay 1.00; 

end select; 

select 
BIU_2.GO; 

or 
delay 1.0; 

end select; 

select 
BIU_3.GO; 

or 
delay 1.0; 

end select; 

count:= count+ 1; 
exit when count=25; 

end loop; 
BIU _ 1.done; 
BIU_2.done; 
SIU 3.done; 
DMA 1.done; 
DMA-2.done; 
DMA-3.done; 
BUS.done; 
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PLl_ 1.done; 
PLl_2.done; 
PLl_3.done; 

end SYSTEM_MODEL; 
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The hardware interface between the application processor and the 
BIU is rerresented in the simulation environment as a package. 
Placing t:1a registers of the BIU together in one package allows 
registers ·)f the BIU to be accessed by both the application processor 
model and the BIU model. 

with DATA BUS;use DATA BUS; 
package PLl_ 1 _INTERFACE-is 

Mode_Data_Register : command_type; 
lnstruction_Address_Register : integer; 
Base_Address_Register : command_type; 
Processor_Control_Register: command_type; 
lnternal_Status_Register: command_type; 
Status_Word_Data_Register: command_type; 
Built_ln_Test_Register: command_type; 

end PLl_1_1NTERFACE; 
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- This package consists of the software models of the processing 
units, OMA controller, and the host memory. The processing units 
and the OMA controller are modeled as tasks while the host memory 
is modeled as a 2-0 array. Both processing units, the APPLICATION 
PROCESSOR and SIU, are able to access the host memory. The APPLICATION 
PROCESSOR, however, is able to access the host memory directly 
while the SIU must retrieve and store data via the OMA controller. 
In this simulation environment, the task SIU invokes the task OMA 

-- to access the host memory. 

The Ada implementation of the 15538 protocol is the software 
which is contained within the scope of the SIU task unit. 
The soft11!'lre in the application processor task unit loads the 

- host mer,1ory with instruction words and sets the registers of the SIU. 

with DAT A BUS; use DAT A BUS; 
with PLI 1 INTERFACE; use-PLI 1 INTERFACE; 
with TEXTIO; use TEXT 10; - -
with upse(detection1; use upset_detection1; 
with INTEGER TEXT 10; use INTEGER TEXT 10; 
package subsystem.=1 is - -

HOST _MEMORY : array (0 .. 150) of command_type; 

task OMA 1 is 
entry WORO(instruction_word : out command_type;address : in integer); 
entry STORE(word : in command_type; address : in integer); 
entry DONE; 

end DMA_1; 

task APPLICATION PROCESSOR 1 is 
entry ST ART; - -
entry BIU_DONE; 

end APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1; 

task SIU 1 is 
entry ST ART; 
entry GO; 
entry done; 

end BIU_1; 

end subsystem_ 1; 
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package body subsystem_ 1 is 

task body DMA_ 1 is 

This task body models a OMA controller at the functional level. 
It is used to retrieve and store words from the host memory for 
the BIU model. An address value is provided in decimal form 
to access the memory, which is modeled as a 2-D array. 

The two branches of the select statement correspond to the 
functions of retrieving a word (accept WORD) and storing a 
word (accept STORE) from and to the host memory. 

begin 
loop 
select 
accept WORD(instruction_word : out command_type;address : in integer) do 

instruction_ word : = host_memory(address); 
end WORD; 

or 
accept STORE(word : in command_type; address : in integer) do 

host_memory(address) : = word; 
end STO"E; 

or 
accept done; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 

end DMA_1; 
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task body APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1 is 

-- This task body models the function of the application processor 
-- at the functional level. It is used to initialize the host 
-- memory with instruction words and the registers of the BIU. 
- A procedure is called to initialize the host memory. 

procedure INIT _ 1 is 
begin 

host_memory(100) : = (1, 1,0,0,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(101) : = (1,0,0,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(102) : = (1, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(103) : = (1,0,0, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(104) : = (1, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(105) : = (1,0,0, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(106) : = (1, 1, 1, 1,0,0,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0); 
host_memory(107) : = (0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0, 1); 
host_memory(108) : = (1, 1, 1, 1,0,0,0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0, 1,0, 1); 
host_memory(109) : = (0, 1,0,0,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,0, 1,0,0); 
host_ memory( 110): = ( 1, 1,0,0,0,0,0, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,0); 
host_memory(111): = (0,0, 1,0,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,0, 1,0, 1); 
host_memory(112): = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
host_memory(113): = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(114): = (1, 1,0,0, 1,0,0, 1,0,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(116): = (1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); 
host_memory(118): = (0,1, 1, 1, 1,0,1, 1,1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1); 
host_memory( 119): = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1, 1,0); 

end; 

begin -- application processor --
INIT 1; 
accept s·1· ART do 

Procesrnr _ Control_Register : = (0,0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0, 1, 1,0,0); 
Mode_Uata_Register : = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1); 
lnstruction_Address_Register : = 100; 
Base_Address_Register(0 .. 9) : = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

end START; 
accept BIU DONE; 

end APPLICA TION_PROCESSOR_ 1; 

task body BIU_ 1 is separate; 

end subsystem_1; 
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separate (subsystem_ 1) 
task body biu_ 1 is 

TAG1 : integer : = O; 
This tasks performs the function of acting as a SIU that can be 
configured either as a remote terminal or a bus controller. The 
configuration is determined by examining the Processor Control 
Register that was initialized by the application processor. 
The registers of the SIU model are accessible by using the 
BIU_INTERFACE package. 

If the BIU is configured as a bus controller, the procedure 
FORM_COMMAND is called to form the command words that are 
to be transmitted. If the BIU is configured as a remote terminal, 
all data placed on the BUS is examined for a command word 
containing its "address" in the address field. 

The BUS model is made accessible by using the package DATA_BUS, 
which contains the physical layer interface models for each 
which contains the BUS model and the physical layer interface 
models for each SIU in the system. 

mode : boolean; 
bus_controller_mode : boolean; 
remote terminal mode : boolean; 
command : command_type; 
command2 : command_type; 
halt : boolean; 
last_command_word: command_type; 
last_status_word : command_type; 
status_ word : command_ type : = (0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
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procedure form_command(command ,command2 : out command_type;halt : out boolean) 
is 

TAG2: Integer:= O; 
-- This procedure is used to form the command words transmitted by the 
- BIU acting as Bus Controller. Two instruction words are retrieved 
-- from the host memory via the task OMA controller. The instruction 
-- words are examined to verify that they are different. If they are 
- the same, bit 0 of the Built_ln _ Test_Register is set; otherwise 
-- the command words are formed. 

IW1,IW2: command_type; 

begin 

If TAG2 = 0 then 
TAG2 := 2; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 

- retrieve instruction words --

halt : = false; 
DMA_ 1.WORD(IW1 ,INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS_REGISTER); 
lnstruction_Address_Register: = lnstruction_Address_Register + 1; 
DMA_ 1. WORD(IW2,INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS_REGISTER); 
lnstruction_Address_Register: = lnstruction_Address_Register + 1; 

-- form command words -

if IW1(6 .. 10) I= IW2(6 .. 10) then 

if Processor_ Control_Register(0 . .4) = IW1 (6 .. 10) then 
command(0 . .4) : = IW2(6 .. 10); 
command(S) : = 1; 
command(6 .. 10) := IW2(11 .. 15); 
command2(0 .. 4) : = Processor_Control_Register(0 . .4); 

elsif Processor_Control_Register(0 . .4) = IW2(6 .. 10) then 
command(0 .. 4) : = IW1 (6 .. 10); 
command(S) : = O; 
command(6 .. 10) := IW1(11 .. 15); 
command2(0 . .4) : = Processor_Control_Register(0 .. 4); 

else 
command(0 . .4) : = IW1(6 .. 10); 
command(S) : = O; 
command(6 .. 10) := IW1(11 .. 15); 
command2 (0 .. 4) : = IW2(6 .. 10); 
command2 (5) : = 1; 
command2 (6 .. 10): = IW2(11 .. 15); 
command2 (11 .. 15) := IW2(0 .. 4); 

end if; 
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command(11 .. 15) := IW2(0 . .4); 
else 

Built_ln_Test_Register(O) : = 1; 
end if; 

If (IW1(0 .. 1) = (0,0)) and (IW1(4 .. 5) = (0,0)) then 
halt : = true; 
PUT_LINE("End of Cycle = = > Interrupt Processor"); 

end if; 

If TAG2 /= 2 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG2 := O; 

End if; 
end; 
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function convert_ 1(temp : in command_type) return integer is 

TAG3 : integer : = O; 
This purpose of this function is to convert five elements of 

- an array to the equivalent decimal value. The input is in 
-- binary form. 

integer_value : integer; 

begin 

If TAG3 = 0 then 
TAG3 := 3; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 

if temp(0 . .4) = (0,0,0,0,0) then 
integer_value : = O; 

els if temp(0 .. 4) = (0,0,0,0, 1) then 
integer_value := 1; 

elsif temp(0 . .4) = (0,0,0, 1,0) then 
integer_value: = 2; 

els if temp(0 .. 4) = (0,0,0, 1, 1) then 
integer_value := 3; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0,0, 1,0,0) then 
integer_value: = 4; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0,0, 1,0, 1) then 
integer value : = 5; 

elsif temP{0 .. 4) = (0,0, 1, 1,0) then 
integer_value: = 6; 

els if temp(0 .. 4) = (0,0, 1, 1, 1) then 
integer value : = 7; 

elsif temP{0 .. 4) = (0, 1,0,0,0) then 
integer value : = 8; 

els if temP{0 .. 4) = (0, 1,0,0, 1) then 
integer_ value : = 9; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0, 1,0, 1,0) then 
integer_value : = 10; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0,1,0,1,1) then 
integer_value: = 11; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0, 1, 1,0,0) then 
integer_value : = 12; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0, 1, 1,0, 1) then 
integer_value := 13; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (0, 1, 1, 1,0) then 
integer_value : = 14; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (0,1,1,1,1) then 
integer_value : = 15; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,0,0,0) then 
integer_value : = 16; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,0,0, 1) then 
integer_value: = 17; 
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els if temp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,0, 1,0) then 
integer_value : = 18; 

els if temp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,0, 1, 1) then 
integer_value: = 19; 

els if tem;J~0 .. 4) = (1,0, 1,0,0) then 
integer _value : = 20; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,1,0,1) then 
integer_value: = 21; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,1,1,0) then 
integer_ value : = 22; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,0,1,1,1) then 
integer_value : = 23; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,0,0,0) then 
integer_value := 24; 

els if temp(0 .. 4) = (1, 1,0,0, 1) then 
integer_value : = 25; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,0,1,0)then 
integer_value := 26; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,0,1,1) then 
integer_value : = 27; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,0,0) then 
integer_ value : = 28; 

elsif temp(0 .. 4) = (1, 1, 1,0,1) then 
integer_ value : = 29; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,0) then 
integer_value: = 30; 

elsiftemp(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,1) then 
integer_value: = 31; 

end if; 
return integer_value; 

If TAG3 /= 3 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG3 := O; 

End if; 

end CONVERT_1; 
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-- PROCEDURE BUS_CONTROLLER_1 --

This procedure is called only when the terminal is configured as a 
bus controller. It is this procedure that initiates an information 
transfer by sending out the command word passed to it as a parameter. 

- Once the command word has been placed on the bus via the PLl_1.GET_DATA 
call, the procedure then determines what type of information transfer 
is to take place and calls the appropriate procedure. The procedure 
CHECK_STATUS is used by the other two procedures listed in the 
declarative section and is made to both by declaring it one level 
higher. 

Called by· BIU_ 1 
Procedures called: DATA TRANSFER 

MODE COMMAND 
Tasks accessed: -PLl_1 

procedure bus_controller_ 1( command : command_type; 
command2 : command_type; 
mode : out boolean) is 

TAG4: integer:= O; 
synch : constant : = 1; 
temp : command_type; 
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-- PROCEDURE CHECK_STATUS ----

-- CHECK_STATUS: Procedure to process a status word received 
by the BUS CONTROLLER. This procedure is called 
by the procedures MODE_COMMAND and DATA_TRANSFER 
when a status word is expected. If no status 
word arrives via the PU 1.GET DATA request 
within a specified period-of time, a timeout 
occurs and an error message is sent out. When 
a status word does arrive, bits are examined for 
any indication of an error having occurred during 
a mode command or a data transfer. Any sign of 
error causes an error flag to be set and an 
error message to be printed out. 

-- Called by : MODE_ COMMAND 
DAT A TRANSFER 

Procedures called: NONE 
Tasks accessed : PLl_ 1 

procedure ct.eck_status(command : in command_type; mode : out boolean) is 

TAGS: integer:= O; 
busy : boolean : = false; 
error : boolean : = false; 
status : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
element : integer; 

begin 
If TAGS = 0 then 

TAGS:= 5; 
else 

HANDLER; 
End if; 

WDT1 := 2SS; 
mode : = true; 
if command(0 .. 4) /= (1,1,1,1,1) then 

select 
PLl_ 1.SEND _DATA(status,synch); 
NEW_LINE; 
PUT_LINE(" --- CHECKING STATUS WORD --- "); 
NEW LINE; 
PUT("ST ATUS WORD RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL : "); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAGS/= 5 then 
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HANDLER; 
End if; 
PUT(status(element), 1); 

end loop; 
NEW LINE; 
NEW-LINE; 
if synch = 1 then 
if status(0 .. 4) I= command(0 .. 4) then 

error : = true; 
PUT_LINE(HERROR IN STATUS WORD: INCORRECT ADDRESS"); 

end if; 
if status(S) = 1 then 

error : = true; 
PUT _LINE("MESSAGE ERROR BIT HAS BEEN SET"); 

end if; 
if ((status(7) = 1) or (status(11) = 1)) then 

error : = true; 
end if; 

if ((status(15) = 1 ) or (status(13) = 1)) then 
error : = true; 

end if; 
if status(12) = 1 then 

busy : = true; 
PUT _LINE(" TERMINAL IS BUSr); 

end if; 

if (not busy) and (not error) and (status(14) = 1) then 
mode : = false; 

end if; 
else 

PUT_LINE(" ERROR IN SYNCH BIT: STATUS WORD EXPECTED"); 
end if; 

or 
delay 15.0; 
PUT_LINE("TIME_OUT: WAITING FOR STATUS WORD"); 

end select; 
end if; 

If TAGS/= S then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAGS:= O; 

End if; 
end CHECK_STATUS; 
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procedure mode_command{command : in command_type;mode : out boolean) is 

TAGG: integer:= O; 
This procedure is called by BUS_CONTROLLER_ 1 when it has been 
determined that the type of information transfer is that of a mode 
command. The mode commands may or may not have an associated data 
word. lfthere is no associated data word, CHECK STATUS is called 
to check the validity of the returned status word. if a data word is 

-- associated with the mode command, a data word is either sent or 
received along with the status word of the accessed remote terminal. 

Called By: BUS_CONTROLLER_1 
- Procedures called: CHECK STATUS 

Tasks accessed : PLl_ 1 -

data : command_type; 
synch : integer : = O; 
status : command_type; 
element : integer; 

begin 

If TAGG = 0 then 
TAGG:= 6; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
if command{11) = 0 then 

CHECK_STATUS{command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 

else 
if command{11 .. 15) = {1,0,0,0,1) then 

data:= MODE DATA REGISTER; 
PLl_ 1.GET _DAT-A(data-:-synch); 
CHECK_STATUS(command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 
PUT{"Data word sent to Remote Terminal : H); 
for element in 0 .. 15 loop 

If TAG6 /= 6 then 
HANDLER; 

End!~; 

PUr\ data( element), 1 ); 
end loop; 

NEW LINE; 
else -

CHECK_STATUS{command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 
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PLl_ 1.SEND_DATA(data,synch); 
if command (11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,1,1) then 

BUILT IN TEST REGISTER:= data; 
else - - -

MODE DAT A REGISTER : = data; 
INTERNAL_STATUS_REGISTER (6) := 1; 

end if; 
if synch = 1 then 

PUT_LINE("SYNCH BIT ERROR: DATA WORD EXPECTED"); 
end if; 
PUT("Data word received from Remote Terminal : "); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAG6 /= 6 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

PUT(data(element), 1); 
end loop; 

NEW LINE; 
end if; -

end if; 

If TAG6 /= 6 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG6 := O; 

End if; 

end MODE_COMMAND; 
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procedure data_transfer(command, command2 : in command_type) is 

TAG7: integer:= O; 
DATA_TRANSFER: This procedure is called when it has been 

determined that the command word sent out 
indicates that a data transfer is to take place. 
Three types of valid data transfers have been 
defined : 

RT TO BC 
BC TO RT 
RT TO RT 

Th~ type of data transfer is determined by 
the command word. Once a particular type has 
been selected, a procedure corresponding to 
the type of data transfer is called to process 
the data transfer. 

-- Called by: BUS_CONTROLLER_1 
Procedures called: PROCESS_RT_TO_BC 

PROCESS RT TO RT 
PROCESS-BC-TO-RT 

Tasks accessed : PL[ 1 - -

type transfer_type is (RT_TO_BC, BC_TO_RT, RT_TO_RT, ABORT_TRANSFER); 
data_count : integer; 
data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
transfer : transfer _type; 
ram_address : integer; 
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procedure process_rt_to_bc(data_count,address : in integer) is 

TAGS: Integer:= O; 
This procedure stores the data words received from a remote terminal in 
the buffer array. If the synch bit value associated with each data word 

- is a 1, an error message is displayed, but the data word is still stored. 
If there is too long a delay during a data word has been received, the 
procedure selects the delay option and exits the loop. 

ram_address : integer; 
data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
element : integer; 
count : integer; 

begin 
If TAGS = 0 then 

TAGS:= 8; 
else 

HANDLER; 
End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
count : = data count; 
ram_address :-= address; 
PUT(data_count,1); 
PUT_LINE(" DATA WORDS RECEIVED FROM REMOTE TERMINAL: "); 
NEW LINE; 
loop-

If TAGS /= 8 then 
HANDLER; 

End If; 

exit when count = O; 
select 

PLl_ 1.SEND _DATA(data,synch); 
PUT("WORD "); 
PUT(data_count - count,1); 
PUT(" "); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAGS/= 8 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 
PUT( data( element), 1); 

end loop; 
NEW LINE; 
DM.(. 1.STORE(data,ram_address); 
ram address : = ram address + 1; 
if synch = o then -

PUT_LINErERROR IN DATA TRANSMISSION RT TO BC"); 
end if; 
count:= count - 1; 

or 
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delay 25.0; 
PUT _LINE{H TIME OUT"); 

exit; 
end select; 

end loop; 

If TAGS/= c3 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAGS:= O; 

End if; 

end PROCESS_RT_TO_BC; 
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procedure process_rt_to_rt(data_count : in integer) is 

TAG9: Integer:= O; 
This procedure monitors the transfer of data between two terminals set up as 
as remote terminals.Since each terminal is set up to exit the data transfer 

- loop after a designated time delay after a data word transmission, this 
- procedure also uses the same time delay to exit the monitoring loop. 

data : command_type: 
synch : integer; 
count : integer; 

begin 

If TAG9 = 0 then 
TAG9 := 9; 

else 
HANDLE~l; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
count : = data count; 
loop -

If TAG9 /= 9 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 
exit when count = O; 
select 

PLl_ 1.SEND _DAT A(data,synch); 
or 

delay 25.0; 
exit; 

end select; 
count:= count - 1; 

end loop; 

If TAG9 /= 9 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG9 := O; 

End if; 

end PROCESS_RT_TO_RT; 
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procedure process_bc_to_rt(data_count,address : in integer) is 

TAG10: integer:= O; 
- This procedure sends the required number of data words to the bus. The 
- words are sent out continuously without any time delay. 

data : command_type; 
count : integer; 
synch : integer : = O; 
ram_address : integer; 

begin 
If TAG10 = 0 then 

TAG10 := 10; 
else 

HANDLER; 
End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
count : = data count; 
ram_address :-= address; 
loop 

If TAG10 /= 10 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 
exit when count = O; 
DMA_ 1.V' 1)RD(data,ram_address); 
ram add:,~ss : = ram address + 1; 
PLlj.GET _DATA(dati,synch); 
count : = count - 1; 

end loop; 

If TAG10 /= 10 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG10 := O; 

End if; 
end PROCESS_BC_TO_RT; 
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begin - DATA TRANSFER --

If TAG7 = 0 then 
TAG7 := 7; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
data : = command; 
temp(0 .. 4) := command(11 .. 15); 
data_count := CONVERT_1(temp); 
WDT1 := 255; 
temp(0 .. 4) : = command(6 .. 10); 
ram_address := CONVERT_1(temp); 
WDT1 := 255; 
if data count = O then 

data-=_ count : = 32; 
end if; 
if command(5) = 1 then 

transfer : = RT TO BC; 
PUT LINE("COMMAND TYPE: DATA TRANSFER - RT TO BC"); 
NEW-=-LINE; 

else 
data : = command2; 
if Processor_ Control_Register(0 .. 4) I= command2(0 .. 4) then 

synch : = 1; 
else 

synch:= O; 
end if; 
PLl_ 1.GET _DATA(command2,synch); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAG7 /= 7 then 
HANDLER; 

End If; 

PUT(c.ommand2(element),O); 
end lo~p; 
if synch = 1 then 

transfer : = RT TO RT; 
PUT LINE("COMMAND TYPE : DAT A TRANSFER - RT TO RT"); 
NEW LINE; 

else -
transfer : = BC TO RT; 
PUT LINE(HCOMMAND TYPE: DATA TRANSFER - BC TO RT"); 
NEW LINE; 
data -count : = data count -1: 

end if;- -
end if; 

case transfer is 
when RT_TO_BC = > CHECK_STATUS(command,mode); 

WDT1 := 255; 
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PROCESS_RT_TO_BC(data_count,ram_address); 
WDT1 := 255; 

when RT_TO_RT = > CHECK_STATUS(data,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 
PROCESS_RT_TO_RT(data_count); 
WDT1 := 255; 
CHECK_STATUS(command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 

when BC_TO_RT = > PROCESS_BC_TO_RT(data_count,ram_address); 
WDT1 := 255; 
CHECK_ST ATUS(command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 

when ABORT_TRANSFER = > NULL; 
end case; 

If TAG7 /= 7 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG7 := O; 

End if; 
end DAT A_ TRANSFER; 
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-- procedure BUS CONTROLLER --

begin 

If TAG4 = 0 then 
TAG4 := 4; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
PLl_ 1.GET _DATA(command,synch); 
PUT("COMMAND WORD SENT FROM BUS CONTROLLER: "); 

for element in 0 .. 15 loop 

If TAG4 /= 4 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 
PUT( command( element), 1); 

end loop; 
NEW LINE; 
NEW= LINE; 

if (command(6 .. 10) = (0,0,0,0,0) or command(6 .. 10) = (1,1,1,1,1)) 
then 

MODE_COMMAND(command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 

else 
DATA_ TRANSFER(command, command2); 
WDT1 := 255; 

end if; 

If TAG4 /= 4 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG4 := O; 

End if; 

end BUS_CONTROLLER_1; 
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procedure remote_terminal_ 1(mode : out boolean) is 

TAG11 : integer:= O; 
This procedure is called only when the calling task BIU_1 is 
configured as a remote terminal. The procedure receives a command word from 
its associated BIU and determines whether a MODE COMMAND or a 
DATA TRANSFER is to take place. 

me bit : constant : = 5; 
broadcast: constant:= 11; 
busy_bit: constant:= 12; 
sf bit : constant : = 13; 
t(bit : constant : = 14; 
temp : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
busy, s_failure,t_failure : boolean : = FALSE; 
element : integer; 
command : command_type; 
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procedure process_mode_command(command : in command_type;mode : out boolean) is 

TAG12: integer:= O; 
This procedure is called when is determined that a mode command has 
been placed on the bus. The command_mode variable defines the type of 
mode command that is to be processed. If a broadcast command is attempted 

- with command modes that require a data word to be sent back to the bus 
- controller, the command_mode is assigned invalid and an error message is 

displayed. 

DBC_bit : constant : = 14; 
TF bit : constant:= 15; 
data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
status : command type; 
ram address : integer : = O; 
type-mode_command is (invalid, dynamic_bus_control, synchronize, 

transmit_status_word, initiate_self_test, inhibit_flag_bit, 
override_itfb, reset_rt, transmit_command, synch_with_data, 
transmit_vector, transmit_bit); 

command_mode : mode_command; 

begin 

If TAG12 = 0 then 
TAG12 := 12; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End If; 

WDT1 := 255; 
mode : = true; 

if command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,0,0) then 
command mode : = DYNAMIC BUS CONTROL; 
PUT_LINEf'Mode Code: 00000- = > - Dynamic Bus Control"); 
if Processor_Control_Register(12) = 1 then 

mode : = false; 
status_word(DBC_bit) : = 1; 
PUT_LINE("Bus Control Accepted"); 

else 
PUT _LINE("Bus Control Rejected"); 

end if; 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,0,1) then 
command mode : = SYNCHRONIZE; 
PUT _LINEf'Mode Code : 00001 = > Synchronize"); 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,1,0) then 
command mode:= TRANSMIT STATUS WORD; 
PUT_LINEf'Mode Code: 00010 -= > Transmit Status Word"); 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,1,1) then 
command mode : = INITIATE SELF TEST; 
PUT_LINEf'Mode Code: 00011 = > Initiate Self-Test"); 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,1,1,0) then 
command_mode := INHIBIT_FLAG_BIT; 
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PUT_LINE("Mode Code : 00110 = > Inhibit Flag Bit"); 
elsif command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,1,1,1) then 

command mode : = OVERRIDE ITFB; 
PUT_LINEf"Mode Code: 00111 -= > Override Inhibit Flag Bit"); 

elsif command(11..15) = (0,1,0,0,0) then 
command mode : = RESET RT; 
PUT _LINEf'Mode Code : 01000 = > Reset Remote Terminan; 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,0,0) then 
commani:i mode : = TRANSMIT VECTOR; 
PUT _Lll\Ef'Mode Code : 10000 -= > Transmit Vector Word"); 

elsif comrr.and(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,0,1) then 
command mode:= SYNCH WITH DATA; 
PUT _LINE("Mode Code : 10001 = > Synchronize with Data"); 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,1,0) then 
command mode : = TRANSMIT COMMAND; 
PUT _LINEf'Mode Code : 10010 -= > Transmit Last Command"); 

elsif command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,1,1) then 
command mode : = TRANSMIT BIT; 
PUT _LINEf"Mode Code : 10011 -= > Transmit BIT Word"); 

end if; 

- The following code determines if the mode command was sent 
-- in broadcast mode and is incorrectly associated with a data 
-- word to be received by the bus controller. If so, the 
-- command_mode is assigned invalid. 

if (command(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,1)) and ((command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,0,0)) or 
(command(11 .. 15) = (0,0,0,1,0)) or (command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,0,0)) or 
(command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,1,0)) or (command(11 .. 15) = (1,0,0,1,1))) then 

command mode : = invalid; 
end if; -

synch:= 1; 
case command mode is 

when DYNAMIC BUS CONTROL = > data : = status word; 
when SYNCHRO-NIZE- = > data : = status wordT 
when TRANSMIT STATUS WORD = > data : = Tast status word; 
when INITIATE SELF TEST = > data : = status word; -
when INHIBIT FLAG -BIT = > data : = status word; 

- - data(TF _bit) : = O; -
when OVERRIDE ITFB = > data : = status word; 
when RESET RT- = > data : = status word; 
when TRANSMIT COMMAND = > data : = - status word; 

- PLl_ 1.GET_DATA(data,synch); -
data : = last_command_word; 

synch:= O; 
when SYNCH_WITH_DATA = > PLl_1.SEND_DATA(data,synch); 

DMA_ 1.STORE(data,ram_address); 
data : = status word; 
synch:= 1; -

when TRANSMIT VECTOR = > data : = status word; 
- PLl_ 1.GET _DATA(data,synch);-

DMA_ 1.WORD(data,ram_address); 
synch:= O; 
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when TRANSMIT BIT = > data : = status word; 
- PLl_1.GET_DATA(data,synch); 

when INVALID = > PUT_LINE(" INVALID MODE REQUEST"); 
end case; 
if command(0 . .4) /= (1,1,1,1,1) then 

PLl_ 1.GET _DATA(data,synch); 
end if; 

If TAG12 /= 12 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG12 := O; 

End if; 

end PROCESS_MODE_COMMAND; 
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procedure process_data_transfer(command : in command_type) is 

TAG13: Integer:= O; 
This procedure is called by the procedure REMOTE_ TERMINAL 
when it is determined that the command is a data transfer 
type. This procedure, in turn, calls two procedures depending 

- on the whether is to transmit data or receive data. 
RECEIVE_DAT A 
SEND_DATA 

type transfer_type is (RT_TO_RT,RT_TO_BC,BC_TO_RT,ABORT_TRANSFER); 
status : command_type; 
data : command type; 
transfer: transfer_type; 
data_count: integer; 
synch : integer; 
ME_bit : constant : = 5; 
element : integer; 
ram_address : integer; 
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procedure send_data(data_count,address : in integer) is 

TAG14: integer:= O; 
count : integer; 
data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 
ram_address : integer; 

begin 

If TAG14 = 0 then 
TAG14 := 14; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
count:= data count; 
ram address :-= address; 
loop-

If TAG14 /= 14 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

DMA_ 1.WORD(data,ram_address); 
ram address : = ram address + 1; 
Pllj .GET _DATA(dati,synch); 
count:= count-1; 
exit when count = O; 

end loop; 

If TAG14 /= 14 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG14 := O; 

End if; 

end SEND_DATA; 
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procedure receive_data(data_count,address: in integer) is 

TAG15: integer:= O; 
count : integer; 
element : integer; 
data : command_type; 
ME bit : constant : = 5; 
synch : integer; 
ram_address : integer; 

begin 

If TAG15 = 0 then 
TAG15 := 15; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
count : = data count; 
ram address :-= address; 
loop-

If TAG15 /= 15 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

select 

or 

PLl_ 1.SEND _DATA(data,synch); 
DMA_ 1.STORE(data,ram_address); 
ram_address : = ram_ address + 1; 
PUT("WORD "); 
PUT(data_count - count,1); 
PUT(" "); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAG15 /= 15 then 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

PUT(data(element), 1); 
end loop; 

NEW LINE; 
if synch = 1 then 
status_word(ME_bit) := 1; 

end if; 
count:= count-1; 
exit when count = O; 

delay ~f .O; 
PUT_LINE("TIME OUT IN RECEIVING DATA"); 
exit; 

end select; 
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end loop; 

If TAG15 /= 15 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG15 := O; 

End if; 

end RECEIVE_DAT A; 
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procedure PROCESS DATA TRANSFER --

begin 

If TAG13 = 0 then 
TAG13 := 13; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
temp(0 .. 4) : = command(11 .. 15); 
data_count := CONVERT_1(temp); 
WDT1 := 255; 
if data count = 0 then 

data-=_ count:= 32; 
end if; 
temp(0 .. 4) : = command(6 .. 10); 
ram address:= CONVERT 1(temp); 
wDf1 : = 255; -

if command(S) = 1 then 
if command(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,1) then 

transfer : = abort_ transfer; 
status_word(ME_bit) : = 1; 

else 
transfer:= RT_TO_BC; 

end if; 

else 
PLl_ 1.SEND_DATA(data,synch); 
if synch = 1 then 

if (data(S) = 0) or (command(0 .. 4) = data(0 .. 4)) then 
status_word(ME_bit) : = 1; 

else 
transfer:= RT_TO_RT; 
PUT(data count, 1); 
PUT(" WORDS SENT TO REMOTE TERMINAL"); 
NEW_LINE; 

end if; 
else 

transfer:= BC_TO_RT; 
PUT(data count, 1); 
PUT LINE(" WORDS SENT TO REMOTE TERMINAL"); 
NEW LINE; 
PUT(-;;WORD 0 "); 
for element in 0 .. 15 
loop 

If TAG13 /= 13 then 
HANDLER; 

End If; 

PUT(data(element}, 1); 
end loop; 
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NEW Lit.Ii:; 
DMA-=_ 1.STORE(data,ram_address); 
ram address : = ram address + 1; 
data count : = data c"Ount - 1; 

end ~~ -
end if; 

synch:= 1; 
case transfer is 

when RT_TO_BC = > PLl_ 1.GET_DATA(status_word,synch); 
SEND _DAT A(data_count,ram_address); 
WDT1 := 255; 

when RT_TO_RT = > PLl_1.SEND_OATA(data,synch); 
RECEIVE_DATA(data_count,ram_address); 
WDT1 := 255; 
PLl_ 1.GET _DAT A(status_word,synch); 

when BC_TO_RT = > RECEIVE_DATA(data_count,ram_address); 
WDT1 := 255; 
PLl_ 1.GET_DATA(status_word,synch); 

when ABORT TRANSFER = > NULL; 
end case; -

If TAG13 /= 13 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG13 := O; 

End If; 

end PROCESS_DAT A_ TRANSFER; 
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procedure REMOTE TERMINAL -

begin 

If TAG11 = 0 then 
TAG11:=11; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
mode : -=- true; 
PLl_ 1.Sl:ND _DAT A(command,synch); 
if ((synch = 1) and (command(0 .. 4) = (0,0,1,1,0) or 

command(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,1))) then 
PUT_LINE("BIU_ 1 IS A REMOTE TERMINAL"); 
if busy or s_failure or t_failure then 

if busy then 
status_ word(busy _bit) : = 1; 

end if; 

if s failure then 
status_word(sf_bit) : = 1; 

end if; 

if t failure then 
Status_word(tf_bit) := 1; 

end if; 
else 

if command(0 .. 4) = (1,1,1,1,1) then 
status_word(broadcast) : = 1; 

end if; 
if command(6 .. 10) = (0,0,0,0,0) or command(6 .. 10) = (1,1,1,1,1) then 

PROCESS_MODE_COMMAND(command,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 

else 
PROCESS_DATA_ TRANSFER(command); 
WDT1 := 255; 

end if; 
end if; 
last_ command_ word : = command; 
last status word : = status word; 

else - - -
status_word(me_bit) : = 1; 

end if; 

If TAG11 /= 11 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG11 := O; 

End if; 

end REMOTE_TERMINAL_1; 
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begin - BIU_ 1 --

If TAG1 = 0 then 
TAG1:=1; 

else 
HANDLER; 

End if; 

WDT1 := 255; 
accept ST ART; 
if Processor_Control_Register(10) = 1 then 

bus controller mode : = true; 
remote terminal mode : = false; 

else - -
bus controller mode : = false; 
remote_terminal_mode : = true; 

end if; 

COMMUNICATION MODE LOOP: 
loop - -

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLEF?; 

End if; 

select 
accept go; 
if bus_controller_mode then 

NEW LINE; 
NEW-LINE; 
PUT~LINE("BIU_1 IS BUS CONTROLLER"); 
NEW_LINE; 
FORM_COMMAND(command,command2,halt); 
WDT1 := 255; 
Base_Address_Register(10 .. 15) : = command(S) & command(6 .. 10); 
exit when halt; 
BUS_CONTROLLER_ 1(command,command2,mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 
bus controller mode : = mode; 
remote_terminal_mode : = not mode; 

elsif remote terminal mode then 
Base Address Register(10 .. 15) : = command(S) & command(6 .. 10); 
REMOTE_ TERMINAL_ 1 (mode); 
WDT1 := 255; 
remote terminal mode : = mode; 
bus controller mode : = not mode; 
status_ word : ;; (0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

end if; 
or 

accept done; 
exit COMMUNICATION MODE LOOP; 

end select; - -
end loop COMMUNICATION_MODE_LOOP; 
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APPLICATION_PROCESSOR_ 1.BIU _DONE; 

If TAG1 /= 1 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG1 := O; 

End if; 

end BIU_1; 
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with TEXT IO;use TEXT 10; 
package DAT A_BUS is -

type command_type is array(0 .. 15) of integer; 

task PLI 1 is 
entry GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type; in_synch: in integer); 
entry SEND_DATA(out_data : out command_type; out_synch : out integer); 
entry GET _DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data : in command_type; bus_synch : in integer); 
entry DONE; 

end PLl_ 1; 

task PLI 2 is 
entry GET_DATA(in_data : in command_type; in_synch : in integer); 
entry SEND_DATA(out_data: out command_type; out_synch: out integer); 
entry GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type; bus_synch: in integer); 
entry DONE; 

end PLl_2; 

task PLI 3 is 
entry GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type; in_synch: in integer); 
entry SEND_DATA(out_data : out command_type; out_synch : out integer); 
entry GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type; bus_synch : in integer); 
entry DONE; 

end PL1_3; 

task BUS is 
entry GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type;in_synch: in integer); 
entry DONE; 

end BUS; 
end DAT A_BUS; 
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with TEXT IO;use TEXT 10; 
package body DAT A_BUS is 

task body BUS is 

data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 

begin 
BUS TRANSFER : 
loop-

select 
accept GET_DATA(in_data : in command_type;in_synch : in integer) do 

data : = in data; 
synch : = in_ synch; 

end GET DA TA; 
select -

PLl_ 1.GET _DATA_FROM_BUS(data,synch); 
or 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

select 
PLl_2.GET _DATA_FROM_BUS(data,synch); 

or 
delay 5.0; 

end select; 

select 
PLl_3.GET _DATA_FROM_BUS(data,synch); 

or 
delay 5.0; 

end select; 
or 

accept done; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop BUS_TRANSFER; 
end BUS; 
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task body PLl_ 1 is 

data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 

begin 

loop 
select 

accept GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type; in_synch: in integer) do 
data : = in data; 
synch : = in_synch; 

end GET DAT A; 
select -

BUS. GET _DAT A( data.synch); 
or 
delay 5.0; 
end select; 
select 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS{bus_data: in command_type;bus_synch : iri integer) 
do 

or 

data : = bus data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET_DATA_FROM_BUS; 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type; bus_synch: in integer 
) do 

data : = bus_data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET _DATA_FROM_BUS; 
select 
accept SEND_DATA(out_data: out command_type; out_synch: out integer) do 

out data : = data; 
ou(synch : = synch; 

end SEND_DATA; 
or 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept done; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 
end PL1_1; 
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task body biu2 is 

data : command_type; 
synch : integer; 

begin 

loop 
select 

accept GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type; in_synch : in integer) do 
data : = in data; 
synch : = in_synch; 

end GET DATA; 
select -

BUS.GET _DATA(data,synch); 
or 
delay 5.0; 
end select; 
select 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type;bus_synch : in integer) 
do 

or 

data : = bus_data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET _DAT A_FROM_BUS; 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type; bus_synch : in integer 
) do 

data : = bus data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET DAT A FROM BUS; 
select - - -
accept SEND_DATA(out_data: out command_type; out_synch: out integer) do 

out_ data : = data; 
out_ synch : = synch; 

end SEND_DATA; 
or 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept done; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 
end biu2; 
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task body biu3 is 

data : command_type; 
synch : inte~1er; 

begin 

loop 
select 

accept GET_DATA(in_data: in command_type; in_synch : in integer) do 
data : = in data; 
synch : = in_ synch; 

end GET_DATA; 
select 

BUS.GET _DATA(data,synch); 
or 
delay 5.0; 
end select; 
select 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type;bus_synch : in integer) 
do 

or 

data : = bus data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET _DAT A_FROM_BUS; 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept GET_DATA_FROM_BUS(bus_data: in command_type; bus_synch : in integer 
) do 

data : = bus_data; 
synch : = bus_synch; 

end GET_DATA_FROM_BUS; 
select 
accept SEND_DATA(out_data: out command_type; out_synch: out integer) do 

out data : = data; 
ou(synch : = synch; 

end SEND_DATA; 
or 

delay 5.0; 
end select; 

or 

accept done; 
exit; 

end select; 
end loop; 
end biu3; 

end DATA_BUS; 
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Appendix B 
Software Modifier for Upset Detection {SMUD) 

This appendix contains the Ada code that implements SMUD. 
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with TEXT 10; use TEXT 10; 
with INTEGER_TEXT_IO;-use INTEGER_TEXT_IO; 
with FLOAT_TEXT_IO; use FLOAT_TEXT_IO; 
procedure SMUD is 

The purpose of this program Is to modify input files to include two 
upset detection mechanisms: block-checking constructs and a watchdog 
timer mechanism. This program can handle software systems that will 
run on several processors ( as in distributed systems } or in a 
uni-processor based system. The modification process Is done in 
two passes (PASS_ONE and PASS_ TWO). PASS_ONE parses each file to 
determine the type of upset detection mechanism to insert, while 
PASS_ TWO modifies the file according to the information obtained 
in PASS_ONE. Each program unit is assigned a record structure 
that contains detailed information such as the program unit's ID 
value and the type of upset detection mechanisms to incorporate. 

max_length : constant : = 120; 
node : integer; 
number_of_nodes : Integer; 
current_watchdog : integer; 
watchdogs : integer; 
unit_level : integer; 
n : array(1 .. 10} of integer; 
nest : integer; 
save : array(1 .. 20} of Integer; 
in_save : array(1 .. 20) of integer; 
nesting : integer; 
file : integer; 
done : boolean : = false; 
program_unlts : integer; 
ada_file : string (1 .. max_length}; 
ada_out: string (1 .. max_length}; 
length : Integer; 
length_ 1 : Integer; 
file_num : integer; 
input_data : file_type; 
output_data : flle_type; 
count : integer; 

type files is 
record 

name: string (1 .. max_length}; 
len : integer; 

end record; 

file_llst : array (1 .. 20) of files; 

type check is (place, show,omit); 
type program_unit is 

record 
kind : string (1 .. 9); 
name: string (1 .. max_length); 
len : integer; 
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id : Integer : = O; 
number_statements: Integer:= O; 
watchdog : integer : = O; 
block : check; 
WOT: check; 
tag_name : string(1 .. 4); 

end record; 

unit: array(1 .. 50) of program_unit; 
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procedure CONVERT (line : In out string; 
length : in integer) is separate; 

procedure FORM_PACKAGE(watchdogs : in integer;node : integer} is separate; 

procedure OUTPUT( program_units : in integer; 
watchdogs : in lnteger;node : integer} Is separate; 

procedure PASS_ONE(input_data, 
output_data : in file_type; 
program_units : in out integer; 
unit_level : in out integer; 
watchdogs : in out integer) is separate; 

procedure PASS_TWO(input_data, 
output_data : in file_type; 
program_units : in integer; 
unit_level : in out integer; 
file : in out integer} is separate; 

procedure GET_FILE(done: In out boolean; 
ada_file : in out string; 
length : in out integer} is 

The purpose of this procedure is to open each file entered as input 
to SMUD. If an entered filename does not exist on the current 
directory, the exception NAME_ERROR is raised and the user is 
prompted for a correct or existing filename. 

input_data : file_type; 

begin 

done : = false; 
PUT _LINE("Enter file name :"}; 
GET _LINE(ada_file,length); 
if ada_file(1 .. 4) = "done" then 

done : = true; 
else 

OPEN(lnput_data,in_file,ada_file(1 .. length)); 
end if; 

if not done then 
CLOSE(input_data); 

end if; 

exception 
when N~~ME_ERROR = > PUT_LINE(" file cannot be found"); 

GET _FILE( done,ada_file,length); 
end; 
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- SMUD 

begin 

PUT _LINE("Enter the number of nodes in the system :"); 
GET(number_of_nodes); 
NEW_LINE; 
for node in 1 .. number_of_nodes loop 

unit_level : = O; 
nesting : = O; 
watchdogs : = 1; 
current_watchdog := 1; 
nest:= 1; 
file:= O; 
count:= O; 
program_units := 1; 
loop 

count:= count + 1; 
GET _FILE( done,ada_file,length); 
file_list(count).name(1 .. length) : = ada_file(1 .. length); 
file_list(count).len : = length; 
exit when done; 

end loop; 

for file_num in 1 .. (count-1) loop 
length : = file_list(file_num).len; 
ada_file(1 .. length) : = file_list(file_num).name(1 .. length); 
OPEN{input_data,in_file,ada_file(1 .. length)); 
PASS_ONE(input_data,output_data,program_units,unit_level,watchdogs); 
CLOSE(input_data); 

end loop; 

unit_level : = O; 
nesting : = O; 
FORM_PACKAGE(watchdogs,node); 
OUTPUT{program_units,watchdogs,node); 

for file_num in 1 .. (count-1) loop 
length : = file_list(file_num).len; 
ada_file(1 .. length) : = file_llst(file_num).name(1 .. length); 
OPEN(input_data,ln_file,ada_file(1 •• length)); 
length_ 1 : = length + 3; 
ada_out(1 .. length_1) := "UDM" & ada_file(1 .. length); 
CREATE( output_data,out_file,ada_out(1 • .length_ 1 )); 
PASS_TWO(input_data,output_data,program_unlts,unit_level,file); 
CLOSE(input_data); 
CLOSE( output_ data); 

end loop; 
end loop; 

end SMUD; 
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separate (SMUD) 
procedure FORM_PACKAGE( watchdogs : In lnteger;node : integer) is 

This procedure is called after PASS_ONE the package UPSET_DETECTION 
- which contains the declarations for each watchdog timer required. 
- The package UPSET _DETECTION also contains the procedure which raises 
- the user defined exception INCORRECT_TAG and the exception handler. 

count : Integer; 
len : Integer; 
package_out : file_type; 
address : integer; 
base : integer; 
file : file_type; 

begin 
create(file,out_file,"upset.ada"); 
PUT _LINE(file,"with system, use system"); 
PUT _LINE(file,"package UPSET _DETECTION is"); 
NEW _LINE(file); 
PUT_LINE(file,"bits : constant:= 1"); 
PUT _LINE(file,"type watchdog_timer is range 0 .. 255"); 
PUT_LINE(file,"for watchdog_timer'SIZE use 8*bits"); 
NEW _LI NE( file); 
for count in 1 .. watchdogs loop 

PUT _LINE("Enter base and address of next watchdog timer:"); 
PUT _LINE(" base:"); 
GET( base); 
PUT _LINE(" address:"); 
GET(address); 
PUT(file," WOT"); 
PUT(file,count,O); 
PUT_LINE(file," : watchdog_timer;"); 
PUT(flle," for WOT"); 
PUT(file,count,O); 
PUT(file," use at "); 
PUT(file,base,0); 
PUT(file,"#"): 
PUT(file,address,0); 
PUT _LINE(flle,"#;"); 
NEW _LINE(file): 

end loop; 

PUT _LINE(file, "procedure HANDLER;"); 
PUT_LINE{file,"end UPSET_DETECTION"); 

PUT _LINE(file,"package body UPSET _DETECTION is"); 
NEW_LINE(file); 
PUT _LINE(file,"procedure HANDLER is"); 
NEW _LI NE(file ); 
PUT _LINE(file,"begin"); 
NEW _LINE(file); 
PUT _LINE(file,"raise INCORRECT_ TAG;"); 
PUT _LINE{file," exception"); 
PUT(file," when INCORRECT_TAG = > PUT_LINE("); 
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PUT(file,'"'); 
PUT(file," incorrect block entry''); 
PUT(file,""); 
PUT _LINE(file, ");"); 
PUT _LINE(file,"end HANDLER;"); 
PUT _LINE(file,"end UPSET_DETECTION;"); 

end FORM_PACKAGE; 
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separate (SMUD) 
procedure OUTPUT(program_units : in integer;watchdogs: in integer; 

node : integer) is 

The purpose of this procedure is to create an output file that 
contains foe information obtained from PASS_ONE. The information 
includes tile type and name of each procedure, function, and task, 
and the type of upset detection mechanisms that are to be employed. 
The created file is used only for information purposes and is not 
part of the executable system. 

count : integer; 
data_output : file_type; 

begin 

CREATE(data_output,out_file,"data.ada"); 
PUT(data_output,"Number of watchdog timers needed for node: "); 
PUT( data_ output, watchdogs,2); 
NEW _LINE( data_ output); 
NEW _LINE( data_ output); 
PUT_LINE(data_output,"unit id block wdt timer program unit name"); 
for count in 1 .. (program_units • 1) 
loop 

PUT(data_output,unit(count).ld,3); 
PUT(data_output," "); 
if unit(count).block = omit then 

PUT(data_output,"omit "); 
elsif unit(count).block = show then 

PUT( data_ output," show "); 
else 

PUT(data_output,"place "); 
end if; 
if unit(count).wdt = omit then 

PUT(data_output,"omit "); 
elsif unit(count).wdt = show then 

PUT(data_output,"show "); 
else 

PUT(data_output,"place "); 
end if; 
PUT( data_ output, unit( count). watchdog ,3); 
PUT( data_ output, unit( count).kind(1 .. 9)); 
if unit(count).kind(1 .. 4) = "task" then 
PUT(data_output," "); 

elsif unit(count).kind{1 .. 8) = "function" then 
PUT{data_output," "); 

elsif unit{count).kind(1 .. 7) = "package" then 
PUT(data_output," "); 

end if; 
PUT(data_output," "); 
PUT(data_output,unit(count).name(1 •. unit(count).len)); 
PUT( data_ output," "); 
PUT(data_output,unlt(count).tag_name(1 •• 4)); 
PUT(data_output," "); 
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new _line( data_ output); 
end loop; 

end OUTPUT; 
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separate (SMUD) 
procedure CONVERT (line : in out string; 

length : in integer) is 

The purpose of this procedure is to convert each upper case letter 
to a lower case letter. This allows each string that is parsed 
In a file to be compared consistently with a lower case string. 

count : integer; 

begin 
for count in 1 .. length loop 

if line(count) = 'A' then 
line( count) : = 'a'; 

elsif line(count) = 'B' then 
line( count) : = 'b'; 

elsif line(count) = 'C' then 
line( count) : = 'c'; 

elsif line(count) = 'D' then 
line( count) : = 'd'; 

elsif line(count) = 'E' then 
line(count) := 'e'; 

elsif line(count) = 'F' then 
line( count) : = 'f'; 

elsif line(count) = 'G' then 
line(co•.i;it) := 'g'; 

elsif lineri::ount) = 'H' then 
line( col.ult) : = 'h'; 

elsif line(count) = 'I' then 
line( count) : = 'i'; 

elsif line(count) = 'J' then 
line( count) : = 'j'; 

elsif line(count) = 'K' then 
line( count) : = 'k'; 

elsif line(count) = 'L' then 
line( count) : = 'I'; 

elsif line(count) = 'M' then 
line{ count) : = 'm'; 

elsif line(count) = 'N' then 
line( count) : = 'n'; 

elsif line(count) = 'O' then 
line( count) : = 'o'; 

elslf line(count) = 'P' then 
line(count) := 'p'; 

elsif line(count) = 'Q' then 
line( count) : = 'q'; 

elsif line(count) = 'R' then 
line( count) : = 'r'; 

elsif line(count) = 'S' then 
line( count) : = 's'; 

elsif line(count) = 'T' then 
line(count) := 'f; 

elsif line(count) = 'U' then 
line(count) := 'u'; 

elsif line(count) = 'V' then 
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line(count) := 'v'; 
elsif line(count) = 'W' then 

line( count) : = 'w'; 
elsif line{count) = 'X' then 

line{ count) : = 'x'; 
elsif line(count) = 'Y' then 

line(count) := 'y'; 
elsif line(count) = 'Z' then 

line(count) := 'z'; 
end If; 

end loop; 
end CONVERT; 
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separate (SMUD} 
procedure PASS_ONE(input_data, 

output_data : in file_type; 
program_units : in out integer; 

unit_level : In out integer; 
watchdogs : In out integer) is 

This procedure is called by the main program SMUD to gather 
information about the user's application program. This Information 
will be used in PASS_ TWO to detemine what type of fault detection 
mechanism to Implement. Two procedures are used to gather Infor-
mation about the program units, program unit names, and the assined 
tag variable. A record data structure is used to store the 
Information associated with each program unit. 

max_length: constant:= 120; 
eol : boolean : = false; 
ln_block : boolean ; 
tag_level : integer : = O; 
WO : array (1 .. 10) of integer; 
count : Integer; 
tag_number: Integer:= 1; 
buffer: string(1 .. max_length}; 
line : string(1 .. max_length}; 
keyword : string(1 .. max_length}; 
length : integer; 
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procedure GET_KEY_WORD(line: In string; 
length : in integer; 
word : out string; 
count : In out integer; 
eol : out boolean) is 

This procedure determine mainly the first of a line. It is 
used to determine whether the line read in indicates that a 
program unit has been encountered by extracting the first ten 
characters. 

start : integer; 
ten : integer; 

begin 

eol : = false; 
for start In 1 .. max_tength loop 

word(start) := ''; 
end loop; 

loop 
exit when (line(count) /= ' ') or (count = length); 
count : = count + 1; 

end loop; 

start : = count; 
if count = length then 

eol := true; 
else 

loop 
exit when (line(count) = ' ') or (count = length); 
count : = count + 1; 

end loop; 
if count = length then 

eol := true; 
end if; 
ten : = (count • start) + 1; 
word(1 .. len) : = line(start .. count); 

end if; 

end GET_KEY_WORD; 
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procedure DO _BLOCK(level : in out Integer) ls 
Procedure DO BLOCK is called when the first BEGIN statement 
of a program unit is encountered. The purpose of this procedure 
Is to read through the program unit and determine whether a block 
checking structure and/or a watchdog timer is to be implemented. 
The number of statements is also determined. 

number_ends: Integer:= 1; 
num_begins : integer : = O; 
count: integer:= 1; 
line_number : Integer : = O; 
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procedure CHECK_WORD (number_ends: in out integer; 
keyword : in string) is 

The purpose of this procedure is to determine if a word has an 
associated end statement or if it is a directive to SMUD. If the 
word has an associated end statement, the number of end statements is 
incremented; if the word is part of an end statement, the number 
of end statements is decremented. The input parameters to this 
procedure are the number of end statements and the word to be 
checked. The number of end statements is passed back to the 
calling program unit so that the end of a block can be determined. 

begin 

if (keyword(1 .. 7) = "select") or 
(keyword(1 .. 5) = "loop ") or 
(keyword(1 .. 3) = "do") or 
(keyword(1 .. 5) = "case") or 
(keyword(1..6) = "begin ") or 
(keyword(1 .. 3) = "if ") then 

number_ends := number_ends + 1; 
elsif keyword(1 .. 4) = "--$$"then 

if keyword(S .. 12) = "omit_wdt'' then 
unit(level).wdt := omit; 

elsif keyword(S .. 12) = "omit_blk" then 
unit(level).block : = omit; 

elsif keyword(S .. 12) = "show_blk" then 
unit(level).block : = show; 

elsif keyword(S .. 12) = "show_wdt" then 
unit(level).wdt : = show; 

end if; 
elsif (keyword(1 .. 4) = "end ") or (keyword(1 .. 4} = "end;"} 

or (keyword(1 .. 10) = "exception") then 
number_ends := number_ends • 1; 
eol := true; 

end if; 
end CHECK_WORD; 
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procedure DO_BLOCK 

begin 

unit(level).id : = level; 
unit(level).i>lock := place; 
unit(level).wdt : = place; 

•• this loop reads in each line of the program unit 

loop 
exit when number_ends = O; 
GET _LINE(input_ data ,buffer ,length); 
line(1 .. length) : = buffer(1 .. length); 
CONVERT(line,length); 
if length I= O then 

- this loop pads the remaining spaces of a line with blanks 

for count in length + 1 .. max_length 
loop 

line(count) := ''; 
end loop; 

count:= 1; 

•• this loop will parse each word of a line to determine if 
- any SMUD directives have been placed in the code. 

loop 
GET _KEY _WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
If keyword(1 .. 2) = " .. "then 

eol :=true; 
end if; 
CHECK_ WORD( number_ ends,keyword); 
exit when eol; 

end loop; 
end if; 

end loop; 
end DO_BLOCK; 
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procedure DO_UNIT(line : in out string; 
length : in out integer; 
word : in out string; 
count : in out integer; 
in_block : in out boolean; 
nesting_level : in out integer; 
unit_level : In out integer; 
program_units : in out integer) is 

This procedure ls called after a program unit declaration has been 
encountered. The purpose of this procedure is to determine the 
type of program unit, the name of the program unit and the nesting 
level. Procedure TEST is called to determine whether or not the 
program unit is declared separate or not. If it is not declared 
separate, the program unit is assigned an identifying 
number tt1.at uniquely identifies it. The ID assigned 
correspords to the order in which the program unit was encountered 
Although different variable names are given for each TAG memory 
location, it is not necessary since each task or subprogram will 
have the TAG variable declared in its declarative section. 

temp : integer; 
len : integer; 
In_ unit : boolean : = false; 
name : string(1 .. max_length); 
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procedure TEST(line : In out string; 
count : in out Integer; 
length : In out Integer; 
in_unit : out boolean; 
keyword : in out string) Is 

This procedure is called by procedure PASS_ONE when one the following 
words has been encountered while parsing: procedure, function, or 
task. The purpose of this procedure is to determine whether or not 
the program unit has been declared as being separate. The parameters 
passed into this procedure allow each word of the current line to be 
parsed. The keywords is separate are searched. If the 
keyword is is present without the keyword separate 
then the boolean flag in_unit is set to the value 

of true to Indicate to the calling program that it has to assign 
an ID value to the encountered program unit. If the keyword 
separate Is encountered, in_unit remains set to 
false (as it was set upon entry to the procedure). It is this 
parameter that the calling procedure examines to determine the next 
course of action. 

done : integer; 
temp : integer; 

begin 

in_unit := hlse; 
OUTER: 
loop 

if (count > = length) or (eol) then 
count:= 1; 
for temp In 1 .. max_length loop 

line(temp) := ''; 
end loop; 
GET _LI NE(input_data,line,length); 

end if; 

If length I= 0 then 
loop 

GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
if keyword(1 .. 3) = "is" then 

loop 
If (count > = length) or (eol) then 

for temp in 1 .. max_length loop 
line(temp) := ''; 

end loop; 
count:= 1; 
GET _LINE(input_data,llne,length); 

end if; 

If length I= 0 then 
loop 

GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
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If keyword(1) /= ''then 
if keyword(1 .. 9) = "separate;" then 

in_ unit : = false; 
exit OUTER; 

else 
in_unit := true; 
exit OUTER; 

end if; 
end if; 
exit when eol; 

end loop; 
end if; 

end loop; 
end if; 
exit when eol; 

end loop; 
end if; 

end loop OUTER; 

end TEST; 
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begin - Determine if program unit ls declared separately. 

If word{1 .. 5) = "task " then 
GET _KEY_ WORD(llne,length,word,count,eol); 
if word{1 .. 5) = "body " then 

unit(program_units).kind(1 .. 4) : = "task"; 
GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,word,count,eol); 
name:= word; 
If program_units > 1 then 

watchdogs:= watchdogs + 1; 
if nest > O then 

in_ save( nest) : = O; 
save( nest) : = current_ watchdog; 

end if; 
nest:= nest + 1; 
current_watchdog := watchdogs; 
unit(program_units).watchdog := current_watchdog; 

end if; 
TEST(line,count,length,in_unit,word); 

end if; 

else 
if keyword(1 .. 9) = "procedure" then 

unit(program_units).kind(1 .. 9) : = "procedure"; 
else 

unit(program_units).kind(1 .. 8) : = "function"; 
end if; 
GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,word,count,eol); 
name : = word; 
TEST(line,count,length,in_unit,word); 

end if; 

- If the program unit is not declared separately, then the following 
- statements are executed. 

if unit(program_units).watchdog = 0 then 
unit(program_ units). watchdog : = current_ watchdog; 

end if; 
If in_unit then 
temp:= 1; 
loop 

exit when (name(temp) = '(') or (temp = max_length) or (name(temp) = ' '); 
temp:= temp+ 1; 

end loop; 
unit(program_units).len := temp· 1; 
ten := temp· 1; 
unit(program_units).name(1 .. len) : = name(1 .. len); 
if in_block = true then 

n(nesting_level) : = unit_level; 
else 

in_block : = true; 
end If; 

If nest > 0 then 
ln_save(nest) : = ln_save(nest) + 1; 

end if; · 
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unit_level := unit_level + 1; 
nesting_level := nesting_level + 1; 
program_units := program_units + 1; 

end if; 
end DO_UNIT; 
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-·- PASS_ONE 

begin 

while not end_of_file(input_data) 
loop 
if keyword(1 .. 6) /= "begin" then 
GET _LINE(input_data,line,length); 

end if; 
buffer(1 .. length) : = line(1 .. length); 
CONVERT(line,length); 
If length I= 0 then 
for count in length+ 1 .. max_length 

loop 
line( count) : = ' '; 

end loop; 
count:= 1; 
GET _KEY_ WOR D(line,length ,keyword ,count,eol); 

if length I= 0 then 
If (keyword(1 .. 10) = "procedure") or 

(keyword(1 .. 5) = "task") or 
(keyword(1 .. 9) = "function ") then 
DO_ UNIT(line,length,count,in_block, 

nesting,unit_level,program units); 

els if 
keyword(1 .. 6) = "begin" then 

if in_block then 
tag_level : = unit_level; 

else 
tag_level : = n(nesting); 

end if; 
00 _BLOCK(TAG_level); 

if nest > 0 then 
in_save(nest) := ln_save(nest) • 1; 
if in_save(nest) = 0 then 

nest:= nest· 1; 
if nest > O then 

current_ watchdog : = save(nest); 
end if; 

end if; 
end if; 

nesting : = nesting • 1; 
in_ block : = false; 

end if; 
end if; 
end if; 

end loop; 
end PASS_ONE; 
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separate (~MUD} 
procedure PASS_TWO(input_data, 

output_data : in file_type; 
program_units : in integer; 
unit_level : in out Integer; 
file : in out integer} is 

This procedure is called by SMUD to process each file in the 
application software. While parsing each file, each program unit's 
record file is exammined for the information obtained in PASS_ONE. 
The program units are modified according to this information. 

max_length : constant : = 120; 
eol : boolean : = false; 
tag_level : integer; 
number_ends : integer:= 1; 
line_number : integer : = O; 
in_block : boolean; 
line_limit : constant : = 20; 
count : integer; 
line : string(1 .. max_length}; 
buffer : string(1 .. max_length}; 
keyword : string(1 .. max_length}; 
length : integer; 
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procedure GET_KEY_WORD(line: In string; 
length : in integer; 
word : out string; 
count : in out integer; 
eol : out boolean) is 

This procedure determine mainly the first of a line. It is 
used to d:termine whether the line read in indicates that a 
program unit has been encountered by extracting the first ten 
character.:.. 

start : integer; 
len : integer; 

begin 

eol := false; 
for start in 1 .. max_length loop 

word( start) : = ' '; 
end loop; 

loop 
exit when (line(count) /= '')or (count = length); 
count : = count + 1; 

end loop; 

start : = count; 
If count = length then 

eol :=true; 
else 

loop 
exit when (line(count) = ' ') or (count = length); 
count : = count + 1; 

end loop; 
If count = length then 

eol :=true; 
end If; 
len :=(count· start)+ 1; 
word(1 .. len) : = line(start .. count); 

end if; 

end GET_KEY_WORD; 
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procedure PROCESS_BLOCK(level : In out Integer) Is 

This procedure is called by PASS_ TWO when the first begin 
statement has been encountered. Each line of the program unit is 
parsed to determine where to place block-checking constructs and 
a watchdog timer mechanism. Before actually modifying any program 
unit, it's associated record file is examined to determine whether 
or not any modifications are to take place. 

temp : integer; 
watchdog : boolean : = false; 
tag : boolean : = false; 
print_line : boolean : = true; 
reset : boolean : = false; 
eol : boolean : = false; 
len : integer; 
start : integer; 
name : string(1 .. max_length); 
procedure_name : boolean : = false; 
count : inte;er; 
number_en.js: Integer:= 1; 
time : string\1 .. 5); 
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procedure PUT_SPACE(count: integer) is 

space : integer; 

begin 
for space in 1 .. count loop 

PUT(output_data," "); 
end loop; 

end PUT_SPACE; 

procedure SET_TAG(count,level : in integer) is 

This procedure is called by PROCESS_BLOCK to insert code that 
checks the value of a TAG. The checking is done In the 
form of an if-then-else statement. The format is given 
below: 

begin 

if TAG3 = 0 then 
TAG3 := 3; 

else 
HANDLER; 

end if; 

NEW _LINE( output_ data); 
PUT_S'.1ACE(count); 
PUT(ot..lput_data,"lf TAG"); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT_LINE(output_data," = 0 then"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT(output_data," TAG"); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT(output_data," := "); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT _LINE( output_ data,";"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT _LI NE( output_ data," else"); 
PUT_SPACE(count); 
PUT _LINE(output_data," HANDLER;"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT _LINE(output_data,"End if;"); 
NEW _LI NE( output_ data); 

end SET_TAG; 
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procedure TAG_CHECK(count ,level: in Integer) is 

This procedure is called to insert a TAG check into the code 
•• whenever a tag check directive is encountered. The code that 

is inserted is the following: 

begin 

If TAG3 /= 3 then 
HANDLER; 

end if; 

NEW _LINE( output_ data); 
NEW _LI NE( output_ data); 
PUT_SPACE(count); 
PUT(output_data,"lf TAG"); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT(output_data," /= "); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT_LINE(output_data," then"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT _LINE( output_ data, H HANDLER;"); 
PUT_SPACE(count); 
PUT _LINE(output_data,HEnd if;"); 
NEW _LINE( output_ data); 

end TAG_CHECK; 
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procedure RESET_TAG(count,level : in integer) Is 
This procedure is called to insert code at the end of a block, 
either before an exception handler, or before the final 'end' 
statement of a block. The format is: 

begin 

If TAG3 /= 3 then 
HANDLER; 

else 
TAG3 := O; 

end if; 

NEW_LINE(output_data); 
NEW _LI NE( output_ data); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT(output_data,"lf TAG"); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT(output_data," /= "); 
PUT( output_ data,level ,O); 
PUT_LINE(output_data," then"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT_LINE(output_data," HANDLER;"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT _LINE(output_data,"else"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT(output_data," TAG"); 
PUT(output_data,level,O); 
PUT_llNE(output_data," := O;"); 
PUT _SPACE( count); 
PUT _LINE(output_data,"End if;"); 
NEW _LI NE( output_ data); 

end RESET_TAG; 
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procedure WOT (count : integer; time : in string) is 

This procedure is called by PROCESS_BLOCK to Insert code that 
resets a watchdog timer in the following format. 

WOT:= time; 

where time Is a value passed into the subroutine. 

begin 

PUT _SPACE{ count); 
PUT(output_data,"WDT : = "); 
PUT{output_data,time(1 .. 3)); 
PUT _LINE{output_data,";"); 

end WOT; 
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procedure CHECK_WORD (number_ends: in out integer; 
keyword : in string; 
watchdog : out boolean; 
reset : out boolean; 
tag : out boolean) is 

The purpose of this procedure is to determine if a word has an 
associated end statement or if it is a directive to SMUD. If the 
word has an associated end statement, the number of end statements is 
incremented; if the word is part of an end statement, the number 
of end statements is decremented. The Input parameters to this 
procedure are the number of end statements and the word to be 
checked. The number of end statements Is passed back to the 
calling program unit so that the end of a block can be determined. 

begin 

If (keyword(1 .. 7) = "select") or 
(keyword(1 .. 3) = "do") or 
(keyword(1 .. 5) = "case ") or 
(keyword(1 .. 6) = "begin ") or 
(keyword(1 .. 3) = "if") then 

number_ends := number_ends + 1; 
elsif keyword(1 .. 5) = "loop" then 

number_ends := number_ends + 1; 
tag := true; 

elsif keyword(1 .. 4) = "··SS" then 
if keyword(S .. 7) = "wdf' then 

time := keyword(S .. 12); 
watchdog : = true; 

end if; 
If keyword(S .. 7) = "blk" then 

tag:= true; 
end if; 
if keyword(S .. 12) = "omit_tag" then 

tag : = false; 
end if; 

elsif (keyword(1 .. 4) = "end") or (keyword(1 .. 4) = "end;") 
or (keyword(1 .. 10) = "exception") then 

If number_ends = 1 then 
reset : = true; 

end if; 
number_ends := number_ends • 1; 
eol :=true; 

end If; 
end CHECK_WORD; 
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procedure FIND_PROCEDURE( name: string; 
procedure_name : out boolean; 
program_units : In Integer) is 

The purpose of this procedure is to determine if the current line 
contains the name of a program unit {such as a called procedure 
or function). If so, the boolean flag procedure_name 
is set the value of true. 

length : integer; 
file : integer; 

begin 

procedure_name : = false; 
for file in 1 .. (program_units-1) loop 

length : = unit(file).len; 
if name(1 .. length) = unit(file).name(1 .. length) then 

procedure_name : = true; 
exit; 

end if; 
end loop; 

end FIND_PROCEDURE; 
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begin - PROCESS_BLOCK 

- The following code checks the program unit's record file and 
- modifies accordingly. 

procedure_name :=false; 
count:= 1; 
If unit(level).block = place then 

SET_TAG(count,level}; 
elsif unitllevel).block = show then 

PUT_UNE(output_data,"- block check here"); 
NEW_t lNE(output_data); 

end if; 
if unit(level).WDT = place then 

time(1 .. 3) := "255"; 
WOT( count, time); 

elsif unit(level).WDT = show then 
PUT_LINE(output_data,"- watchdog set here"); 

end If; 

- The following loop reads In each line of the program unit. 

loop 
exit when number_ends = O; 
GET _LINE(input_data,buffer,length); 
line(1 .. length) : = buffer(1 .. length); 
CONVERT(line,length); 
print_ line : = true; 
if length I= 0 then 

for count in length+ 1 .. max_length 
loop 

line(count) := ''; 
end loop; 

count:= 1; 

- The following loop parses each word in a line. 

loop 
start:= 1; 
loop 

exit when (line( start) I= ' ') or (start = max_ length); 
start : = start + 1; 

end loop; 
GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
If keyword(1 .. 4) = "··$$"then 

If keyword(S .. 12) /= "omlt_tag" then 
print_line : = false; 

end if; 
end If; 
If keyword(1 .. 2) = "-"then 

eol :=true; 
end if; 

CHECK_WORD(number_ends,keyword,watchdog,reset,tag); 
FIND_PROCEDURE(keyword,procedure_name,program_unlts); 
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exit when eol or procedure_name; 
end loop; 

The following code modifies the Input file to contain a 
•• statement to set a watchdog timer or a commented statement 
- indicating the location of the modification. 

count:= start -1; 
if watchdog then 

if unit(level).wdt = place then 
WDT(count,time); 

elsif unit(level).wdt = show then 
PUT_LINE(output_data," -reset watchdog timer here"); 

end if; 
end if; 

•• If the end of a program unit has been encountered, insert the 
•• TAG resetting instruction or commented statement. 

if reset then 
if unit(level).block = place then 

RESET_TAG(count,level); 
elsif "nit(level).block = show then 

PLT _LINE(output_data,"·· tag reset here"); 
end i:; 
reset : = false; 

end if; 

if print_line then 
PUT _LINE(output_data,buffer(1 .. length)); 

end if; 

- If a tag check directive has been encountered, Insert the 
- tag checking instructions. 

if tag then 
If unit(level).block = place then 

TAG_CHECK(count,level); 
elsif unit(level).block = show then 

PUT_LINE(output_data," - tag check here"); 
end if;. 
line_number : = O; 
tag : = false; 

end if; 

if procedure_name and (number_ends /= 0) and (not watchdog) then 
if unit(level).wdt = place then 

tlme(1..3) : = "255"; 
WOT( count, time); 

elsif unit(ll!vel).wdt = show then 
PUT_LINE(output_data," ··reset watchdog timer here"); 

end If; 
procedure_name : = false; 

end if; 
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watchdog : = false; 
else 

new _line( output_ data); 
end if; 

end loop; 
end PROCESS_BLOCK; 
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procedure DECLARE_TAG(line: In out string; 
length : in out integer; 
word : in out string; 
count : In out integer; 
in block : in out boolean; 
nesting_level : in out integer; 
unit_level : in out integer; 
file : in out integer) is 

This procedure is called after a program unit declaration has been 
encountered. The purpose of this procedure is to determine the 
type of program unit, the name of the program unit and the nesting 
level. Procedure TEST is called to determine whether or not the 
program unit is declared separate or not. If it is not declared 
separate, the program unit is assigned an identifying 
number that uniquely identifies it. The ID assigned 
corresponds to the order in which the program unit was encountered 
Although different variable names are given for each TAG memory 
location, it is not necessary since each task or subprogram will 
have the TAG variable declared in its declarative section. 

in_ unit : boolean : = false; 
procedure TEST(line : in out string; 

count : In out integer; 
length : in out integer; 
in_unit : out boolean; 
keyword : In out string) is 

This procedure is called by procedure PASS_ TWO when one the following 
words has been encountered while parsing: procedure, function, or 
task. The purpose of this procedure Is to determine whether or not 
the program unit has been declared as being separate. The parameters 
passed into this procedure allow each word of the current line to be 
parsed. The keywords is separate are searched. If the 
keyword is is present without the keyword separate 
then the boolean flag in_unit is set to the value 

of true to indicate to the calling program that it has to assign 
an ID value to the encountered program unit. If the keyword 
separate l> encountered, in_unit remains set to 
false (as it was set upon entry to the procedure). It is this 
parameter that the calling procedure examines to determine the next 
course of action. 

done : integer; 
temp : Integer; 
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begin 

in_unit :=false; 
OUTER: 
loop 

if (count > = length) or (eol) then 
count:= 1; 
PUT _LINE( output_data,line(1 .. length)); 
for temp in 1 .. max_length loop 

line(temp) := ''; 
end loop; 
GET _LINE(input_data,line,length); 

end if; 

if length I= O then 
loop 

GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
If keyword(1 .. 3) = "is H then 

loop 
if (count > = length) or (eol) then 

PUT _LINE( output_data,line(1 .. length)); 
for temp in 1 .. max_length loop 

line(temp) := ''; 
end loop; 

count:= 1; 
GET _LI NE(input_ data,line,length); 

end if; 

if length I= O then 
loop 

GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 
if keyword( 1) I= ' ' then 
if keyword(1 .. 9) = "separate;" then 

in_unit := false; 
exit OUTER; 

else 
In_ unit : = true; 
exit OUTER; 

end if; 
end if; 

exit when eol; 
end loop; 

end if; 
end loop; 

end if; 
exit when eol; 

end loop; 
else 

NEW _LINE( output_ data); 
end if; 

end loop OUTER; 

end TEST; 
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begin - Procedure DECLARE_ TAG· 

- Determine If program unit is declared as separate 

if word(1 .. 5) = "task" then 
GET_KEY_WORD(line,length,word,count,eol); 
if word(1 .. 5) = "body" then 

TEST(line,count,length,in_unit,word); 
else 

PUT _LINE(uutput_data,line(1 .. length)); 
end if; 

else 
TEST(line,count,length,in_unit,word); 

end if; 

If the program unit is not declared separate, insert the 
- declaration for the TAG variable. 

if in_unit then 
file : = file + 1; 

if in_block = true then 
n(nesting_level) : = unit_level; 

else 
in_block : = true; 

end if; 
unit_level := unit_level + 1; 
nesting_level := nesting_level + 1; 
if unit(file).block = place then 

put(output_data,"TAG"); 
put(output_data,unit_level,0); 
put_line(output_data," : integer:= O;"); 

end if; 
if keyword(1 .. 6) /= "begin" then 

PUT_LINE(output_data,line(1 .. length)); 
end if; 

end if; 
end DECLARE_TAG; 
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procedure PASS_TWO 

begin 

while not end_of_flle(input_data) 
loop 
If keyword(1 .. 6) /= "begin" then 
GET _LINE(input_data,line,length); 

end if; 
buffer(1 .. length) : = line(1 .. length); 
CONVERT(line,length); 
if length I= 0 then 
for count In length+ 1 .. max_length 

loop 
line(count) := ''; 

end loop; 
count:= 1; 
GET _KEY_ WORD(line,length,keyword,count,eol); 

- This section of code looks for either the start of a procedure, 
- task, or function, or for the first begin statement of a 
- program unit. 

If length I= O then 
if (keyword(1 .. 10) = "procedure") or 

(keyword(1 .. 5) = "task") or 
(keyword(1 .. 9) = "function ") then 

DECLARE_ TAG(line,length,keyword ,count,ln_block,nesting,unit_level,file); 
els if 

keyword(1 .. 6) = "begin" then 
if in_block then 

TAG_level := unit_level; 
else 

TAG_level := n(nesting); 
end if; 
PUT _LINE( output_ data ,buffer(1 .. length)); 
PROCESS_BLOCK(TAG_level); 
nesting : = nesting • 1; 
in_block : = false; 

else 
PUT _LINE(output_data,buffer(1 .. length)); 

end If; 
else 

new _line( output_ data); 
end if; 

else 
new_llne(output_data); 

end if; 
end loop; 

end PASS_TWO; 
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